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ABSTRACT
Seismograms are the result of the complex interactions between a seismic
source, a propagation medium and the seismograph’s response. Through the use
of 3-dimensional modeling and full seismic waveform data, we quantify and min-
imize errors associated with the source and propagation medium within our data
sets. We compile a new and unique earthquake catalog for the Middle East that is
openly available to the public. We quantify the benefits of using a 3-dimensional
model relative to a 1-dimensional model to minimizing error in earthquake moment
tensors and identify where in the waveform 3-dimensional models outperform 1-
dimensional models. Two new and unique 3-dimensional seismic wave speed mod-
els are computed for the Ontong Java plateau and eastern North American margin.
Both models are significant improvements to the resolution of wave speed struc-
tures in the crust and upper mantle and provide new information for the evaluation
of tectonic features.
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PREFACE
The following dissertation examines three distinct geologic settings through-
out the Earth. It has been written in manuscript format and is broken into the
following three manuscripts:
Manuscript one, “A quantitative comparison between 1d and 3d source in-
version methodologies: Application to the middle east”, investigates the differ-
ence between synthetically generated seismograms when using a 1-dimensional or
3-dimensional starting model and how these differences effect the quality of re-
sults when inverting for earthquake source mechanisms. Abstracts reflecting the
progress of this research were presented at the American Geophysical Union (AGU)
annual conference in 2008 and 2009, at the Monitoring Research Review (MRR)
annually from 2008 through 2011, and at the Geologic Society of America (GSA)
international section in Ankara, Turkey in 2010. This chapter was published in
the Bulletin of the Seismological Society of America, October 2012.
Manuscript two, titled “Wave speed structure of the Ontong Java Plateau” is
a high resolution model of the crust and upper mantle seismic wave speed struc-
ture beneath the Ontong Java Plateau. Abstracts of this work were presented at
the AGU annual conference in 2011, 2012 and 2013 as well as at a GeoPRISMS
planning workshop in 2013. The manuscript is prepared with submission to Earth
and Planetary Science Letters anticipated in 2014.
The third manuscript, “Wave speed structure of the eastern North American
margin” is a high resolution model of the crust and upper mantle seismic wave
speed structure of the eastern margin of North America.
v
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CHAPTER 1
A quantitative comparison between 1d and 3d source inversion
methodologies: Application to the middle east
by
Brian M. Covellone1; Brian Savage1,2
Published in the Bulletin of the Seismological Society of America, October 2012
(Covellone and Savage, 2012).
1 Graduate School of Oceanography, University of Rhode Island, Narragansett, RI 02882
2 Department of Geosciences, University of Rhode Island, Kingston, RI 02881
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Abstract
We present a quantitative comparison between seismic moment tensor inversion
solutions using 1D and 3D synthetic seismograms, at two frequency bands for
events in the Middle East, to assess the effects of 3D models on source studies.
Complex geology associated with the active continental convergent margin leads
to a scarcity of reliable, available data, necessitating a thorough examination of
solution stability and robustness to assure an accurate description of sources with
well-characterized source parameters.
Solutions were calculated for 195 events (Mw ¡ 5.5) using a full-waveform mo-
ment tensor inversion matching both phase and amplitude. Seismic data processed
at two frequency bands compares short and long period performance for 1D and
3D synthetic seismograms. An improvement in fit between data and synthetics is
seen using 3D over 1D synthetic seismograms, especially for complex body wave
propagation and surface wave dispersion. At short periods, 3D synthetics provide
a more robust solution compared to 1D, showing a reduction in error of the source
mechanism. Percent double-couple increases with the addition of 3D structure
and suggests the percentage of non-double couple component is a result of poorly
constrained Earth structure. Event solutions contained in the catalog (Table 1.2)
have an average cross-correlation value of 0.87, with good amplitude ratios, and
are improved (i.e. increased variance reduction) yet consistent with longer period
solutions from Global CMT.
Introduction
The ability to obtain reliable earthquake source solutions is a useful tool to any
tectonic interpretation. Source mechanisms prove invaluable in the assessment of
plate motions, accurate characterizations of faults, and defining regional stresses.
Holt et al. (1991) showed how moment tensors can be related to the seismically re-
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leased strain rate, allowing an estimate of the regional tectonic strain rate. Strain
rates calculated from earthquake moment tensors can aid in the evaluation of cur-
rent GPS velocity fields, as well as an evaluation of hypotheses explaining regional
tectonic framework. Obtaining accurate source depths and quantifying their un-
certainty are an invaluable source of information providing an additional constraint
on plate motions, especially in a region of complex geology with multiple emergent
subduction zones, complex fold and thrust belts and thickened crust.
Furthermore, accurate source parameters are necessary to the improvement of
3D Earth models in full-waveform inversion methods. The use of full waveforms
require well-constrained source parameters to avoid mapping source errors into
updated Earth models as well as maximizing the number of measurements in the
full-waveform inversions (Tape et al., 2009; Maggi et al., 2009; Zhao et al., 2005).
We solve for source solutions using a full-waveform moment tensor method-
ology computed using synthetic seismograms from both 1-dimensional (1D) and
3-dimensional (3D) tomographic models at two frequency bands. With each inver-
sion we compute a variance reduction from the initial solution, assess the goodness
of fit between the data and synthetic seismograms, and determine the stability of
each event solution. A quantitative comparison of each inversion case allows for an
assessment of the advantages and limitations of different seismological techniques
using similar data sets.
Geologic Setting
Our study region is geographically broad and tectonically diverse, spanning
nearly the entire Middle East, parts of western Asia and northern Africa. It can
be broken into 7 broad tectonic regions (Figure 1.1): Zagros mountain range,
Makran subduction zone, Iranian Plateau, Caspian Basin and surrounding ranges
of the Alborz, Kopet-Dagh, and Talesh mountains, Caucasus, the Arabian Plateau
in Saudi Arabia, and Hindu Kush/Tian Shan to the east. The combination of
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convergence between the Arabian and Eurasian plates in the west, and India’s
collision with Eurasia in the east, has created a complex area of intercontinental
mountain belts, deep basins, incipient subduction, and dynamic micro-plates.
Motion of the Eurasian and Arabian plates led to the closure of the Neo-Tethyan
Ocean during the late Neogene, with the onset of collision between Arabia and
Eurasia occurring between 35 - 23 Ma (Vernant et al., 2004; Hatzfeld and Molnar ,
2010; Adams et al., 2009). Intracontinental shortening accommodates most of
the convergence, especially in Iran; however, large strike-slip faulting occurs along
block margins. The interplay between strike-slip and thrusting motion results in
compressional structures that strike obliquely relative to the regional convergence
direction (Vernant et al., 2004). The transition zone between strike-slip motion in
the Zagros (on the Main Recent Fault and North Anatolian Fault) and the Makran
subduction zone is marked by large strike slip motion on the Minab-Zendan-Palami
Fault (Vernant et al., 2004). The best estimates for the current motion between
Arabia and Eurasia is between 18-25 mm/yr, which is slightly slower than the pre-
collision rate of 31 mm/yr (Hatzfeld and Molnar , 2010). Roughly 20% of Arabia-
Eurasian convergence is accommodated for in the Zagros (Hatzfeld and Molnar ,
2010).
To the east, the Hindu-Kush and Tian Shan ranges reflect the transmission of
stresses north due to the collision of the Indian subcontinent into Eurasia, begin-
ning roughly during the Tertiary period (55 - 45 Ma) (Hatzfeld and Molnar , 2010).
Similarly to Arabia’s collision with Eurasia, the rate of convergence decreased
rapidly once plates collided; Hatzfeld and Molnar (2010) cites a precollision rate of
110 mm/yr compared with a present rate of 32-44 mm/yr. Reigber et al. (2001),
using GPS, quantifies nearly 20 mm/yr of deformation accommodated for within
the Tian Shan alone. A better understanding of the complex motion between mi-
cro and macro plates in the region is needed to unravel the tectonic history and
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structure.
Moment Tensor Inversion Methodology
Data Set
An original earthquake event list, obtained from the Global Centroid-Moment
Tensor (Global CMT) Catalog (Dziewonski et al., 1981), was compiled containing
events between January 1990 and July 2007; events with a moment magnitude
greater than or equal to 5.5 were used. This list contained greater than 200 events
within the study region, spanning the Middle East from Turkey to India (30E
- 80E) east-west and the Horn of Africa to the Kazakh Platform (10N - 50N)
south-north (Figure 1.1). Broadband seismic waveform data was acquired from
IRIS DMC from regional and teleseismic stations; a total of 578 stations from
21 receiver networks were used for the moment tensor (MT) inversions. Typical
source-to-station distances ranged from a couple hundred kilometers to 90.
Inversion
We follow a moment tensor inversion methodology by Liu et al. (2004), adapted
from a local to regional set of earthquakes, and solve for the 6 independent seismic
moment tensor elements (Mij) plus the event depth. We perform inversions for con-
strained, zero-trace and double-couple, and unconstrained solutions, azimuthally
weighted and unweighted, with and without depth variation. The variety of in-
version parameterizations was done to assess the stability of each solution, the
robustness of the inversion method, and compare the results using different con-
straints to determine a robust solution. As in Liu et al. (2004), a comparison of
the solutions from different parameterizations showed little difference among the
solutions driven by the large number of measurement windows and the stability
of the method; our focal mechanism solutions remain consistent for each case.
A zero-trace, azimuthally-weighted solution while solving for depth, is used for
error analysis comparisons between wave speed models and frequencies, as this
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parameterization produced a robust solution with good match between the data
and synthetics. Our methodology lends itself to testing the source of non-DC
components by comparing solutions between 1D and 3D waves speed models to
investigate whether a reduction in misfit reflectes imperfections in the model, as
suggested by Liu et al. (2004). If the source of the non-DC component is indeed an
effect of poorly constrained Earth structure in the model, we should see a reduction
in non-DC going from 1D to 3D parameterizations.
We define the misfit objective function, E, as in Liu et al. (2004) where,
Epm,µ1, µ2q  λE1pmq   µ1C1pmq   µ2C2pmq (1.1)
E1 represents the least-square misfit function,
E1pmq 
1
2A1
N¸
i1
wi
»
rdiptq  sipt,mqs
2dt. (1.2)
C1pmq is a zero trace moment tensor constraint, C2pmq is a double-couple source
mechanism constraint, λ is the function weight, µ1 and µ2 are Langrange multipli-
ers associated with the constraints; in equation 1.2, A1 is a normalization factor, wi
represents specified weights (eg. azimuthally weighted, wai ), di and si are the data
and synthetics respectively, and m is the moment tensor. Synthetics are allowed
to shift in time to match data.
Synthetic Seismogram Generation
Full waveform synthetic seismograms are required for the MT inversion. We
computed both 1D and 3D synthetics to compare wave speed models independent
of the inversion methodology. 1D synthetics were created using mode summation
from the PREM (Dziewonski and Anderson, 1981) wave speed model. Synthetics
for the 3D reference model case were created using the spectral-element method
(SEM) (Komatitsch and Tromp, 1999, 2002a,b) using the S2.9EA (Kustowski
et al., 2008) wave speed model. Benefits and details of using the SEM method-
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ology over other methodologies are described in Komatitsch and Tromp (1999,
2002a,b). The computation cost for computation of the 3D synthetic seismograms
was significant, but tractable on a dedicated cluster. The S2.9EA model is a global
shear-wave velocity structure model based on the PREM reference and determined
from surface wave phase velocities, long-period waveforms, and body-wave travel
times (Kustowski et al., 2008). The full 3D wave speed model also uses a Crust
2.0 crustal model (Bassin et al., 2000), attenuation from PREM (Dziewonski and
Anderson, 1981), and Etopo5 topography/bathymetry (NOAA, 1988). Compres-
sional wave speed perturbations are scaled from shear-wave speed perturbations by
0.55 as in Kustowski et al. (2008). Initial moment tensor solutions were obtained
from the Global CMT Catalog (Dziewonski et al., 1981).
Synthetic seismograms and Fre´chet derivatives for each component of the mo-
ment tensor and depth, were created at all stations within a 90 by 90 mesh seen
in Figure 1.1, inset. The depth derivative was calculated by the difference between
synthetics from the initial solution and synthetics with a depth increased by dh.
Based on synthetic tests, depth perturbations of 1, 10, 15, 20, 25, and 50 km show
a less than 1% change in calculated depth derivatives for all perturbations with
the exception at 50 km, which is an unreasonable dh value for shallow events. We
use a dh value of 1 km.
Data Processing
Data was filtered between 25-125 second (short period) and 60-125 second (long
period) to compare the inversion performance and results at different period bands;
a maximum period of 125 seconds was used due to band limitations in instrument
response. A bootstrap analysis was performed to assess solution robustness (Press
et al., 1997). During the bootstrap analysis, we solved for each event solution 200
times using a random selection of components (radial, vertical, and tangential)
from the original dataset. The P-axes were then plotted on a focal sphere to
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quantitatively assess the stability of the plunge and trend, see Figures 1.2.
The Flexwin (Maggi et al., 2009) algorithm was used to automatically select
time windows for input into the MT inversion using a combination of criteria based
on phase, amplitude, ratio of short term and long term average, and envelope
mismatch. Flexwin allows for a large volume of repeatable measurements to be
made on full-waveform data-synthetic pairs that would otherwise be over looked
when hand picking only peaks for specific phases or amplitudes. Flexwin has user-
tunable parameters and the ability to adapt to 1D and 3D models (Maggi et al.,
2009). As per the user-tunable parameters detailed in Maggi et al. (2009), we
required a cross correlation value of 0.75 and an amplitude ratio (dlnA) of   1.0
for Flexwin windows to be accepted in the MT inversion. A minimum signal to
noise ratio of 3.5 within two measurement windows, and a minimum single window
signal to noise ratio of 1.5 was required to use the time series in the MT inversion.
Flexwin fine tuning parameters are c0  0.7, c1  4.0, c2  0.0, c3a,b  p1.0, 2.0q,
c4a,b  p3.0, 10.0q, see Maggi et al. (2009) for details. A consistent number of
evaluation windows was used for each inversion case, permitting an appropriate
comparison without bias to the amount of waveform being evaluated, Table 1.1.
Moment Tensor Inversion Results
We recovered 184 well constrained solutions out off the initial set of events
(for the complete earthquake catalog, see Table 1.2); the remaining 11 events had
data quality issues that did not produce acceptable results. The average constraint
on the trend and plunge is shown as a histogram in Figures 1.2 and 1.3 and in
Table 1.1. Standard errors were determined for the trend and plunge of the MT
compressional axes, P-axes, using the bootstrap methodology discussed previously.
Standard errors for the trend and plunge of the T-axes were also analyzed; the
errors are comparable to the spreads for the P-axes and as such we do not report
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results for the T-axes.
Comparison
To quantify the effect of wave speed model on the MT inversion, comparisons
were made between 1D and 3D moment tensor solutions using an identical data
processing scheme and a consistent number of evaluation windows, this allows for
direct comparisons of inversion results based on wave speed models and frequency
bandwidth without bias to methodology or the number of evaluation windows. The
1D wave speed model does a sufficient job fitting simple body wave signals and
large amplitude surface waves at both period bands, example waveforms in Figure
1.4. Complex signals, from body wave propagation and surface wave dispersion due
to the continental lithosphere, are not adequately fit by the 1D model at shorter
periods. Employing the 3D wave speed model (Kustowski et al., 2008), synthetic
seismograms predict a larger portion of the data at all periods, including the
late arriving shorter period arrivals due to strong dispersion from the continental
lithosphere. Additionally, using an appropriate 3D model improves the amplitude
and phase misfits when compared to a 1D model and facilitates the use of more
waveform data in the MT inversion.
A quantitative comparison of the variance reduction between 1D and 3D models
shows that, within the same frequency band, a reduction in error on the trend and
plunge is seen when using the 3D versus the 1D model, Table 1.1. At longer periods,
60-125s, the difference between using the 1D and 3D model is negligable, seen only
as an approximate difference of 0.39 on the trend and plunge. At shorter periods,
25-125s, the improvement is more significant, reducing the error by approximately
4.43 on the trend and 1.34 on the plunge, see Figure 1.3.
A metric was created to ease the comparison between inversion runs by defining
a variable τ as
τ  λ1|1  CC|   λ2|∆lnA|   λ3|ξ|  λ4
N
200
  λ5
AZ
360
(1.3)
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where λ15 represents the relative weights ( λ1  5, λ2  0.25, λ3  1, λ4 
0.05, λ5  0.05), C¯C is the average cross-correlation value, ¯∆lnA is the average
amplitude ratio, ξ¯ is the average misfit, N is the number of windows used, and AZ
is the maximum azimuthal gap. Weights were chosen to emphasize the importance
of the cross-correlation, C¯C, and misfit, ξ¯, to the goodness-of-fit, and downweight
the larger numbers associated with the N and AZ variables. Based on this defined
metric, where a smaller τ value indicates better goodnes-of-fit, 95% of the events
have τ values   10 and 85-90% have τ ranging between 0 and 2. We calculate the
mean τ and standard deviation for each inversion set (1D25, 1D60, 3D25, 3D60)
to obtain a single number with which to evaluate the entire dataset. Events with
metric values, τ ¡ 10 are considered to be very poorly fit and are not included
in the inversion set averages. Typically, an event with a large metric, or poor
goodness-of-fit has severe data quality or lack of data issues resulting in values of
τ in the ¡¡ 100.
Based on trend and plunge standard error improvements, increases in the cross-
correlation coefficient and variance reduction for short periods (25-125s), (Table 1.1
and Figures 1.3 and 1.4) the 3D S2.9EA model (Kustowski et al., 2008) produces
a better fit to the data than does the 1D PREM model (Dziewonski and Anderson,
1981). At shorter periods waveform fit deteriorates slightly, relative to the longer
period data (60s vs. 25s), as seen by the decrease in cross-correlation value and
increase in the mean τ (Table 1.1); however the benefit is the incorporation of much
more seismic data into the source inversion as a result of 3D synthetics predicting
a larger portion of the waveform data (Fig. 1.4) .
Results compare favorably with previously published solutions in both mech-
anism and depth (Jackson et al., 2002; Tatar et al., 2004; Talebian and Jackson,
2004), as well as Global CMT solutions. Figure 1.5 shows a comparison between
Global CMT solutions for 3 events and our calculated solutions, for each event our
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calculated source mechanism are similar to Global CMT.
Depth
Comparison of our revised depth versus Global CMT depths are made in Figure
1.6. Differences between 1D and 3D wave speed models are subtle, yet present,
especially for shallow events. Agreement between our determined depths and those
from Global CMT improves with the inclusion of shorter period data (25-125s),
this is especially true at shallow depths. Lack of Global CMT event depths less
than 15km is a result of a constraint imposed on their solution, our inversions do
not impose this constraint. A cluster of events between 50-150km depth is within
agreement with that of Global CMT with the inclusion of shorter periods. For deep
events (¡200km) there is a systematic divergence between our solutions and those
from Global CMT as the calculated depth is shallower than the initial depth; this
is most likely due to S2.9EA’s heterogeneous wave speeds at depth. Additionally,
Muyzert and Snieder (1996) has shown that these large deviations we see in the
depth may possibly be due to unstable initial phase behavior in the long period
surface waves.
Discussion
The comparison between Global CMT solutions and the moment tensor solu-
tions presented here show minimal difference in source mechanism, an average of
7.31 and 7.56 difference for the P and T axes respectively for the 3D 25-125s
case. This is true for all four cases examined (1D vs 3D model, minimum period
25s vs 60s) and when varying constraints applied to the inversion. In all cases,
a reduction in variance between data and synthetic is seen between the original
solution and our calculated solutions. The greatest reduction in variance is seen
in the 3D case when filtered between 25-125s, shown in Table 1.1. A majority of
events see a variance reduction of 5-40% which represents a significant improve-
ment in fitting waveforms. Events with the largest variance reduction are a result
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of a better amplitude agreement between the data and synthetic.
The largest contribution to the misfit in our result can be attributed to poorly
constrained shallow Earth structure in our models. The use of shorter periods
(25-125s) introduces a potential for contamination from larger errors due to un-
resolved wave speed structures. At shorter periods, Earth structure will have a
greater influence on the propagating wavefield and errors in the Earth model may
be mapped into the source solution. There is a small, but significant, increase
in standard error on the trend and plunge as well as a decrease in the average
cross-correlation value from 60-125s to 25-125s (Table 1.1). We do not feel the
degradation in solution stability, as seen by the increase in trend and plunge stan-
dard error, and waveform metrics, as seen by the decrease in the cross-correlation
value, are justification for the removal of shorter period signal. Alternatively, the
addition of shorter period signals, 25-125s, allows for much more seismic data to be
incorporated into the inversion, as seen by an increase in the number of evaluation
windows from 1D25 to 3D25 (Table 1.1), indicating a robust predictive capability
of the 3D wave speed model over a wide period range. An azimuthal gap in seismic
stations seen in Kazakhstan and Russia also contributes to the error of the trend
of some solutions, but for most events the overall azimuthal coverage is excellent
and the trend is well constrained for the entire data set as a whole when using the
3D moment tensor inversion.
The percentage of double-couple, defined by decomposing the moment tensor
into a double-couple and CLVD component (Stein and Wysession, 2009), increases
when using a 3D model relative to the 1D model results, implying the non-double-
couple component of the solution comes from poorly constrained wave speed struc-
ture in the 1D model relative to 3D. The nature of observed slip on faults being
both non-planar, as in rotational faulting, and/or events with complex rupture
histories, may manifest itself as volumetric change (i.e. non-double-couple) within
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the source (Julian et al., 1998). We plot the percentage of double-couple compo-
nents in our solutions using a 1D and 3D model at 25-125s periods, Figure 1.7, to
test this hypothesis that non-double-couple components are a reflection of poorly
constrained regional structure in the initial velocity model or complex fault geome-
try, consistent with suggestions made by Liu et al. (2004) and Henry et al. (2002).
The number of events in our catalog with significant non-double couple components
suggests that improvements in the wave speed model are needed. Experiments by
Hjo¨rleifsdo´ttir and Ekstro¨m (2010) to evaluate source parameters using synthetic
seismograms at periods greater than 40 sec, show small errors in the non-double-
couple component when using a diverse seismic data set, similar to the global
catalogs (Miller et al., 1998). Experiments here using real data and are consis-
tent with synthetic experiments at longer periods, but the use of a 3D wave speed
model and shorter periods, 25 sec, significantly increase the double-couple compo-
nent. This may suggest a frequency dependance to resolving the non-double-couple
components. At longer periods (60-125s), not shown, the difference between 1D
and 3D percentage double-couple is minimal, further suggesting that 3D structure
at short periods is the cause for increased double-couple component. We would
expect an increase in the percentage of double-couple components in the source
with improvements made to the wave speed model; however due to the complex
nature of real faulting, a completely double-couple source is unlikely. A subset
of our deepest events (100 to  260 km) shows a similar trend as for the whole
catalog.
Tectonics
Comparisons between our solutions with regional tectonic features show good
general agreement with previous geologic interpretations (Figure 1.8). Within the
Zagros, right-lateral strike slip and northeast striking convergence is dominant, cor-
responding to right-lateral strike slip motion on the Main Recent Fault and general
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northeast motion reflecting the collision of the Arabian plate with Eurasia and con-
sistent with tectonic interpretations made by Talebian and Jackson (2004), Tatar
et al. (2004) and Hatzfeld and Molnar (2010). Northeast striking thrust events
also dominate in the Caspian Basin region and Alborz mountain range as also seen
in Jackson et al. (2002). Two large strike-slip mechanisms, one in the Kopet-Dagh
region and another near the border of Iran and Afghanistan reflect rotation around
rigid blocks within central Iran (Vernant et al., 2004; Hollingsworth et al., 2006,
2008, 2009; Hatzfeld and Molnar , 2010). In Turkey large strike-slip mechanisms are
consistent with motion along the North Anatolian Fault and East Anatolian Fault
to the east. Within the Red Sea, tensile mechanisms reflect extension within the
basin. Other notable trends are seen in the Gulf of Aden, where there is a cluster
of non-double couple strike slip events. The Hindu Kush/Tian Shan regions are
dominated by reverse and normal faults, the strikes vary considerably reflecting
the complexity of the regional structure and collision of the Indian subcontinent
and Eurasia.
Conclusions
Using a full-waveform moment tensor inversion method (Liu et al., 2004), we
repeat an identical data processing scheme for four cases using two initial models
(1D and 3D) and two frequency bands, allowing for direct comparison between
results and the evaluation of model and frequency bandwidth. The number of
evaluation windows is consistent for each inversion set permitting an appropriate
comparison between models and frequency ranges without bias given to the number
of evaluations.
We provide justification for the use of 3D models, in preference to 1D mod-
els, by showing a reduction in variance and better constraint on moment tensor
solutions, source characteristics, Earth structure and event depth. This is espe-
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cially true in regions of highly heterogeneous Earth structure, as seen in our study
region. The 1D model does not provide an adequate fit to waveforms at shorter
periods, especially in regards to fitting complex body wave propagation and surface
wave dispersion. Additionally, the 3D model produces a solution with a greater
percentage of the source approximated as a double couple, suggesting that the
non-double-couple component of our solutions comes from poorly constrained wave
speed structure.We achieved an overall agreement in mechanism and depth with
regional tectonics across inversion methods, wave speed models, and frequency
range confirming the stability and robustness of our methodology and solutions.
Further, the solutions obtained in this study agree with those found by pervious
researchers, Global CMT, and also agree with the large scale geologic structures
and overall GPS measurements (Adams et al., 2009; Jackson et al., 2002; DeMets
et al., 1994; Vernant et al., 2004; Tatar et al., 2004; Hatzfeld and Molnar , 2010).
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1D60(s) 1D25(s) 3D60(s) 3D25(s)
Trend () 4.71  8.08 9.66  15.95 5.10  9.37 5.23  9.18
Plunge () 3.22  4.69 4.33  8.69 2.83  4.37 2.99  5.65
Avg. Cross Correlation 0.92 0.82 0.93 0.87
Avg. dlnA 0.16 0.41 0.16 0.37
Avg. # Windows 387.07 338.53 267.71 363.99
Mean τ 1.07  1.26 1.96  1.22 1.11  1.59 1.52  1.25
Variance Reduction
Mean % 20.12 24.17 33.42 36.77
Table 1.1: Comparison between 1D and 3D inversion sets. Standard error on the
trend and plunge of the P-axes for all events is calculated from the results of a
bootstrap analysis; standard error of the T-axes show a comparable spread and is
not reported. Also shown, is the result of calculating the average and standard
deviation of τ from equation 1.3 for each inversion set. A full dataset, mean
reduction in variance between the data and misfit between the initial solution, M0,
solution and our calculated solution is shown.
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Figure 1.1: Events (circles) and stations (triangles) used for this study within
the Middle East. Inset shows the global distribution of 580 stations used with
the 3D S2.9EA wave speed model. Synthetic seismograms were created using the
specfem3d software package and calculated for all stations located within the 90
by 90 mesh (black box). Major faults and mountain ranges discussed in the
paper have been labeled: North Anatolian Fault (NAF); East Anatolian Fault
(EAF); Main Recent Fault (MRF); Minab-Zendan-Palami Fault (MZF); Talesh
(TL), Alborz (AB), and Kopet-Dagh (KD) Mountain Ranges.
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Figure 1.2: Results of a bootstrap statistical analysis for two single events,
a)1997/05/13 and b)2005/02/22. Plotted in the upper left and right are the P-axes
on a focal sphere after each inversion (n=200) using a 1D and 3D model. A tighter
cluster of dots indicates a more constrained solution and a smaller standard error
on the P-axes of the solution. The histogram shows the distribution of results for
the trend (n=200) for each particular event.
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Figure 1.3: Moment tensor inversion standard error for all events, n=195. His-
tograms show the standard error for two frequency bands, 60-125s (a) and (b) and
25-125s (c) and (d), on the trend and plunge. The last bin represents standard
errors ¡ 30. Grey bars represent the use of 3D Kustowski et al. (2008) derived
synthetics. White bars represent using 1D model Dziewonski and Anderson (1981)
derived synthetics.
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Figure 1.5: Comparison between Global CMT solution (left) and 3D azimuthally
weighted 7-parameter solution (right). Our solutions compare well with the initial
solution, but variance between the data and synthetic is reduced while fitting
more of the data using a 3D model. Percentage represents the variance reduction
between our solutions and the Global CMT solution. A majority of events in the
catalog (Table S1) see a variance reduction between 5-40% compared to the Global
CMT solution.
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Figure 1.6: Original Global CMT depth (Initial Depth) plotted against this study’s
depths (Revised Depth) from the zero-trace azimuthally weighted solution; a line
represents a 1-1 relationship between the two depth solutions. (a) Shows short
period (25-125s) solutions which have a tighter fit to the 1-1 line than do (b)
longer period (60-125s) solutions. Inset zoomed in to show results at shallow
depths. Depth residuals are smaller than symbol size (average residual is less than
2.5 km) and therefore not plotted.
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Figure 1.7: Histogram showing the percentage double couple (DC) component for
short period (25-100 seconds) solutions. A larger %DC is seen when using 3D
derived synthetic seismograms (grey) compared to 1D derived synthetics (white).
This result provides evidence that the % of non-DC component in the solutions is
a result of imperfect and poorly resolved Earth structure within the initial velocity
models.
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Figure 1.8: Earthquake event solutions for the (a) entire dataset and highlighted
regions, (b) Hindu Kush and Tian Shan and (c) Iran. Shown are 195 solutions
from the 3D zero-trace azimuthally weighted moment tensor inversion. Solutions
agree well with regional tectonics and large scale plate motions.
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Appendix
Supplemental (1.2): Earthquake catalog containing 184 event solutions solved
for using a 3D moment tensor inversion method (Liu et al., 2004). Results are
azimuthally weighted, 7-parameter (Mij and depth), zero-trace solutions. Mij com-
ponents are normalized by dividing by 1x1017N.m.
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Date Time Latitude Longitude Depth Mw Mrr Mrt Mrp Mtp Mtt Mpp VarRed
1990 01 20 01 27 11.00 35.5800 53.2900 29.6094 5.80717 1.45320 2.66950 -0.14810 5.49140 -2.44250 0.98930 24.7369
1990 02 05 05 16 45.10 36.5600 70.8400 110.6157 6.18708 17.95600 -1.79770 -7.36690 0.37620 -25.63980 7.68380 37.4747
1990 03 04 19 46 22.10 28.6600 66.1600 15.6129 5.99898 1.13200 2.55000 3.22550 -10.65150 -5.67060 4.53850 28.3137
1990 03 05 20 47 3.50 37.0400 72.8500 15.7348 5.97139 -7.38520 4.13430 -3.79410 -2.70050 -3.40560 10.79070 68.7533
1990 04 17 01 59 28.40 39.2900 74.7800 15.5878 5.81621 -0.35560 0.44760 -3.92140 -1.81410 -4.87840 5.23390 81.7252
1990 05 17 13 21 7.30 38.1200 74.5800 114.7634 5.68956 0.39070 1.06360 1.93140 -1.89070 -3.35970 2.96900 6.6017
1990 06 17 04 51 46.10 26.7500 65.2500 11.7372 5.97755 4.29240 2.84640 -6.15020 -7.49390 -6.59830 2.30590 53.6939
1990 06 20 21 00 8.50 36.9500 49.5200 14.3413 6.92754 131.86600 -233.19400 -92.64690 117.52800 13.17670 -145.04300 97.7853
1990 06 21 09 02 13.70 36.5100 49.7700 14.6536 5.40261 1.15230 0.03640 1.05040 0.03160 0.09910 -1.25140 96.1907
1990 07 13 14 20 43.70 36.6800 70.6100 207.0632 6.38577 29.68100 35.71320 -5.45020 8.72840 -30.16010 0.47910 26.8210
1990 09 08 19 33 19.60 27.5500 66.2300 13.5112 5.47420 1.93850 0.25360 -0.20280 -0.72980 -1.82790 -0.11060 42.1186
1990 09 12 15 28 35.60 14.5300 59.1100 14.6659 5.36323 -1.08140 -0.88980 0.13750 -0.01580 1.05100 0.03040 13.8462
1990 10 25 04 53 46.50 35.1900 70.7400 121.7054 5.86025 6.89210 0.05150 1.49740 -3.58670 -6.54880 -0.34330 31.2622
1990 11 03 16 39 55.60 39.1500 71.0100 15.6963 5.24590 0.82190 0.31610 0.10360 -0.46010 -0.60420 -0.21770 87.0328
1990 11 06 18 45 54.10 28.0600 55.2500 14.2828 6.50520 63.88360 24.16860 19.62080 6.71360 -65.40940 1.52580 10.0871
1990 11 12 12 28 49.00 43.1800 78.2400 14.5299 6.05844 3.07250 1.68090 -6.01240 -6.65750 -13.65760 10.58510 84.2291
1991 01 31 23 03 34.90 36.0100 70.2300 123.6140 6.56079 68.22790 54.62590 -26.68180 17.63970 -22.76310 -45.46490 66.8506
1991 02 25 14 30 29.30 40.3400 79.2000 9.9678 5.84987 7.08270 3.10880 0.16590 -2.54710 -5.08450 -1.99820 65.6194
1991 04 29 09 12 47.20 42.6000 43.6100 20.6384 6.75469 159.98800 51.54010 54.69400 14.93750 -143.58600 -16.40280 54.3247
1991 04 29 18 30 40.70 42.3800 43.7500 12.3069 5.98277 10.65470 3.08910 4.67440 -3.19310 -9.06620 -1.58850 41.4633
1991 05 22 16 29 2.20 27.0400 55.4300 13.7801 5.26580 0.87050 0.17570 0.30730 0.42750 -0.77810 -0.09240 19.0964
1991 06 15 00 59 20.30 42.5800 43.0700 8.3746 6.11299 16.71070 8.86440 5.55140 3.27310 -4.30830 -12.40240 83.0564
1991 10 19 21 23 15.50 30.2200 78.2400 17.8561 6.28219 26.31890 13.81770 -9.84940 15.01220 -22.12370 -4.19520 92.0867
1991 11 08 15 13 43.80 26.4700 70.7000 18.7025 5.31595 1.03410 -0.44340 0.31440 0.29260 -0.98870 -0.04540 12.3187
1991 11 28 17 19 54.80 36.8800 49.3300 14.8606 5.36354 1.25190 -0.48650 0.55020 -0.34780 -0.28410 -0.96780 85.7565
1992 01 30 05 22 1.40 24.2500 62.8800 16.3551 5.66359 1.93860 3.48560 0.02050 0.04290 -1.70770 -0.23090 30.8454
1992 02 26 03 45 19.70 11.8400 57.5600 10.3035 5.87015 2.20450 0.60380 -4.67020 -3.24570 -6.42000 4.21550 16.5208
1992 03 05 08 55 6.50 11.7500 42.9800 13.7167 6.15995 -5.74260 -7.28520 2.37550 -10.01960 20.03540 -14.29290 24.3154
1992 03 13 17 18 40.10 39.9400 39.5700 14.2713 6.49549 -69.30660 22.76160 -18.79640 -10.07370 17.84300 51.46360 94.6285
1992 04 24 07 07 25.10 27.4700 65.9700 17.8054 6.10610 -1.42210 4.78090 -9.27860 -13.07720 -6.24340 7.66550 28.9598
1992 05 10 04 04 32.80 37.2900 72.5900 15.0329 5.70645 -3.97570 0.90160 -0.78650 -0.54430 -0.71020 4.68580 81.5274
1992 05 19 12 24 57.30 28.0500 55.3500 13.3695 5.49583 2.16400 0.14310 0.59120 -0.27670 -2.03650 -0.12750 22.5486
1992 05 20 12 20 35.00 32.9500 71.2700 12.1562 5.82579 1.16830 6.20600 2.64060 -0.82480 -1.20310 0.03480 82.6818
1992 08 19 02 04 36.50 42.1900 73.3200 15.3244 7.05022 431.42500 231.61300 -10.84830 -68.87060 -377.30300 -54.12190 53.0157
1992 08 28 00 50 54.20 28.4300 66.6900 5.4943 5.54045 0.07470 -0.43640 -1.05020 -1.33080 -1.92380 1.84920 8.7390
1992 10 12 13 09 56.30 29.7400 30.6300 20.5043 5.72880 -4.84590 0.75560 0.61890 -2.32950 3.01580 1.83010 9.3175
1992 10 23 23 19 47.20 42.6700 45.0100 15.0994 6.16359 8.97680 16.50940 11.29990 1.28000 -9.81040 0.83360 72.5635
1992 11 12 20 41 4.70 36.5700 70.7800 184.9723 5.57645 1.44000 1.45290 1.87670 -0.94220 -1.37020 -0.06980 19.8637
1992 11 23 23 11 9.10 38.7000 72.3800 41.2291 5.32235 -0.67980 0.11140 -0.31320 0.28370 -0.62520 1.30510 87.6178
1992 12 04 11 36 36.30 37.3500 71.8600 110.1081 5.74554 -2.88850 -4.03240 -2.04200 0.69600 1.84040 1.04810 43.7256
1992 12 17 10 39 28.80 25.6800 61.4300 40.3416 5.60572 2.01410 1.84490 0.32350 1.80660 -0.23970 -1.77440 38.0575
1993 03 13 17 12 26.30 19.4200 38.5500 5.0149 5.57649 -3.01310 0.75780 -0.00930 -1.05290 1.60030 1.41280 52.4978
1993 03 16 22 59 45.40 11.4900 41.8200 12.9968 5.62230 -2.89350 -1.40760 0.29190 -1.32020 2.70240 0.19120 15.5275
1993 08 03 12 43 4.50 28.6200 34.4000 13.8804 6.00468 -9.79210 0.60870 -5.62450 -4.01130 -1.71310 11.50530 45.1078
1993 08 03 16 33 20.60 28.3600 34.0800 14.3639 5.56381 -0.79560 0.67170 -2.38790 -0.44570 -0.58270 1.37830 65.7424
1993 08 09 12 42 49.70 36.4800 70.4700 211.1562 6.81214 149.92800 109.08500 -65.92220 -59.70100 -156.35500 6.42680 44.5476
1993 09 04 11 38 39.40 36.1600 70.5100 195.3544 6.00066 9.01220 6.33000 5.79260 -1.02660 -9.36660 0.35440 22.7730
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Date Time Latitude Longitude Depth Mw Mrr Mrt Mrp Mtp Mtt Mpp VarRed
1993 09 18 05 02 27.20 36.4800 71.8000 117.6479 6.13179 9.52090 -7.49970 8.08050 -9.22810 6.15690 -15.67790 13.2121
1993 09 29 22 25 48.50 18.1100 76.5500 13.7623 6.08362 15.99240 -2.02640 -6.40700 5.02350 -12.48880 -3.50360 35.2837
1993 12 30 14 24 5.30 44.9500 78.7600 18.4446 5.30448 0.81030 -0.04570 0.60780 -0.27110 -1.00600 0.19580 55.4319
1994 02 23 08 02 5.30 30.8300 60.5000 12.3478 6.06498 14.50360 -5.37470 5.09370 5.97330 -7.26140 -7.24220 33.4309
1994 02 24 00 11 12.80 30.7300 60.5200 11.3971 6.20186 23.71000 -5.06320 0.89210 13.73340 -10.29290 -13.41720 44.6078
1994 02 26 02 31 11.60 30.5900 60.4400 13.2090 5.96225 8.03130 -5.44160 4.16310 5.09350 -3.09530 -4.93600 45.3430
1994 02 28 11 13 54.10 30.7700 60.4800 12.4327 5.61215 2.93190 -1.32840 1.26600 1.01680 -1.63000 -1.30200 13.3625
1994 03 01 03 49 1.30 28.7500 52.4200 -2.1624 5.99434 -6.09580 -1.97730 -0.05400 1.14130 -7.87600 13.97170 8.9364
1994 03 30 19 55 44.10 28.9600 52.6000 19.8469 5.31265 -0.19440 -0.21890 -0.41370 0.58630 -0.78750 0.98190 6.6397
1994 04 11 11 20 22.20 11.8200 43.1500 10.7326 5.77236 -3.03700 -1.96890 -1.32120 -0.09150 6.02880 -2.99180 58.6395
1994 05 01 12 00 37.00 37.1000 66.8500 25.4927 5.96427 7.59260 -0.86970 -2.41080 2.58340 -12.00270 4.41010 44.3478
1994 06 20 09 09 4.00 29.0600 52.4400 9.1436 5.85157 -2.53420 2.60820 -3.55990 5.12920 -1.23180 3.76600 19.5429
1994 06 30 09 23 21.60 36.3400 71.0000 248.4365 6.27160 33.91650 0.54180 8.58620 -7.71880 -10.77020 -23.14620 4.8465
1994 07 01 10 12 41.30 40.0100 53.4300 50.7896 5.50583 1.52830 1.39470 -0.33880 -0.37620 -1.88860 0.36020 27.6445
1994 07 01 19 50 4.00 40.1400 53.4700 50.9837 5.07280 0.36700 0.21440 0.02380 0.04800 -0.51850 0.15140 56.7267
1994 07 24 14 47 48.60 37.2700 71.3100 114.7024 5.17731 -0.31700 -0.27090 -0.47510 -0.11530 0.54800 -0.23100 23.9903
1994 10 25 00 54 34.60 36.2500 71.0000 251.6328 5.95306 11.08710 2.55360 2.25880 -0.15980 -8.82370 -2.26340 31.4187
1995 02 23 21 03 2.00 35.0200 32.4400 14.0548 5.72570 2.46970 -0.09260 4.06620 -1.51680 -0.59300 -1.87670 63.2053
1995 05 16 03 35 3.00 36.6700 70.6700 185.8072 5.87960 5.35870 -6.33940 -1.40120 -1.35720 -4.54040 -0.81840 35.5086
1995 08 17 23 14 19.40 36.2200 71.1800 244.9877 5.67061 3.00470 -1.06970 2.61450 -1.23610 -1.58390 -1.42080 37.3625
1995 10 01 15 57 16.00 38.0600 29.6800 13.5469 6.30778 -32.53460 14.72950 -12.18040 -12.95660 17.44430 15.09030 31.7888
1995 10 08 08 55 49.90 41.2300 71.8700 13.2383 5.66908 4.23830 0.85910 -0.62150 -0.29090 -3.31650 -0.92180 18.2309
1995 10 18 09 30 38.60 36.1800 70.4500 235.7519 6.26925 26.86790 -18.38490 -6.52550 -1.91800 -23.04160 -3.82630 38.6177
1995 11 22 04 15 11.70 29.0700 34.7300 18.0244 6.95785 -50.16700 220.02400 25.50020 -203.61800 -136.31200 186.47900 62.9618
1995 12 05 18 49 33.80 39.4100 39.6700 14.4265 5.64817 0.18970 -0.00730 -2.29770 0.65460 -2.96070 2.77090 41.1483
1996 03 28 07 28 28.10 12.0100 57.7200 8.9187 6.02864 -2.41810 6.71560 -6.02080 -6.64150 -6.74810 9.16620 21.4208
1996 04 01 08 08 2.60 31.3200 73.1200 94.4851 5.21135 0.71560 -0.28520 -0.03020 -0.22480 -0.76480 0.04920 7.6111
1997 01 09 13 43 31.50 41.0000 74.1600 13.8499 5.65829 3.16260 1.85160 1.39120 -0.04100 -3.02710 -0.13550 43.8882
1997 02 04 10 37 47.10 37.8200 57.5000 11.0791 6.44140 -6.01900 20.88220 -2.68810 27.11140 -43.22990 49.24890 7.4118
1997 02 27 21 08 2.30 29.7400 68.1300 14.5545 6.83217 138.54800 171.53200 41.11260 4.21790 -134.01000 -4.53780 75.9467
1997 02 28 12 57 18.60 38.3000 48.0600 12.9128 5.96809 -3.24660 7.47000 0.75140 -7.81830 0.30530 2.94130 35.0829
1997 03 20 08 50 40.30 30.7900 67.7900 13.5417 5.68295 -0.72000 3.88630 1.13430 0.49830 1.20190 -0.48190 67.2190
1997 04 11 05 34 42.70 39.6100 76.9300 13.1009 6.03865 -8.45850 0.22750 -7.01560 7.82160 -2.31940 10.77790 43.8652
1997 04 19 05 53 14.10 27.6400 57.0100 18.1219 5.45377 1.08070 0.65500 -0.50810 -0.47530 -1.90160 0.82090 39.7692
1997 05 10 07 57 29.70 33.5800 60.0200 12.5627 6.81875 44.83540 36.90240 -65.67290 123.67600 -173.53700 128.70100 81.5467
1997 05 13 14 13 45.70 36.5100 70.6800 187.9611 6.46034 52.79610 13.34450 29.64680 -13.92820 -48.05800 -4.73820 15.2089
1997 09 07 10 15 24.90 29.5000 67.9200 17.8449 5.29299 0.47720 0.73350 0.06170 0.18830 -0.91050 0.43320 6.6097
1997 10 20 06 09 4.30 27.9800 57.4500 38.3576 5.21855 0.56720 0.61820 0.11260 0.07620 -0.55790 -0.00930 67.8401
1998 02 20 12 18 6.20 36.5000 70.8800 241.8543 6.35917 26.68320 -2.88230 34.99380 1.79640 -2.18750 -24.49570 10.8756
1998 03 14 19 40 27.00 29.9500 57.6000 12.2070 6.48363 -21.46000 -32.27800 -34.12970 26.41230 -24.28990 45.74980 38.0744
1998 03 21 18 22 28.50 36.4600 70.0000 233.3818 5.86080 3.81780 6.78060 0.20760 -0.28920 -3.79470 -0.02310 3.1293
1998 05 29 22 49 34.10 41.3500 75.6700 31.3759 5.02792 0.31750 0.10710 -0.14960 -0.10800 -0.42540 0.10780 75.0726
1998 06 27 13 55 52.10 36.8700 35.5800 30.9378 6.14991 3.28000 2.31670 5.31400 4.93330 -21.14380 17.86380 33.8143
1998 07 09 14 19 18.40 38.7900 49.2400 22.6521 5.55702 0.57770 -0.74680 2.52210 0.14660 0.20180 -0.77940 83.3181
1998 08 02 04 40 46.50 39.6700 77.1300 13.7526 5.54803 -1.53950 -0.14400 -1.81870 0.89730 -0.26580 1.80530 37.9662
1998 08 27 09 03 36.70 39.5100 77.2200 27.0066 6.28624 -4.76420 -0.37420 -6.47610 13.03340 -27.88060 32.64480 10.8028
1999 03 28 19 05 11.00 30.3800 79.2100 14.7657 6.31314 11.99260 29.34690 -18.05310 6.97820 -11.89840 -0.09420 57.4404
28
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1999 05 06 23 00 53.10 29.3400 52.0300 11.6472 6.17716 -0.44410 0.06500 4.33800 6.50550 -21.63170 22.07580 3.7609
1999 06 29 23 18 5.60 36.5000 70.9600 187.3612 5.69731 4.79390 -0.32650 1.31930 -0.41360 -2.97270 -1.82120 12.7162
1999 09 13 11 55 28.20 40.3100 30.2900 15.2455 5.69743 0.76350 0.05480 2.57420 -3.49790 0.16570 -0.92910 32.3675
1999 11 08 16 45 43.00 36.4800 70.8100 234.6247 6.51939 65.66450 14.62950 38.84010 -15.99610 -10.07460 -55.58990 15.7491
1999 11 08 21 37 23.20 36.0400 61.3800 49.6111 5.48349 1.95220 0.18010 -0.13470 1.12440 -1.52250 -0.42970 16.4237
1999 11 12 16 57 19.50 40.9300 31.2500 19.0916 7.04743 -69.78320 -30.21440 201.75300 -416.23000 72.57320 -2.79020 30.3440
2000 01 26 23 00 19.90 40.2700 52.7300 63.1345 5.11978 0.16020 0.31310 0.22050 0.44340 -0.07580 -0.08440 34.4503
2000 03 05 09 40 6.10 27.6100 56.4000 29.3443 5.27512 0.66110 0.03030 0.19760 0.14340 -1.15020 0.48910 22.5114
2000 04 20 08 41 29.60 38.7400 66.1400 12.1899 5.17355 0.54410 -0.40440 -0.02840 -0.35460 -0.15600 -0.38810 36.2738
2000 05 12 23 10 30.00 36.0400 70.5300 90.5959 6.21401 -3.18320 21.69790 12.81930 3.67960 7.81900 -4.63580 15.1032
2000 06 06 02 41 49.80 40.7500 32.7000 13.5852 5.98778 -6.65960 -4.14730 3.91330 -8.17740 -0.27820 6.93790 3.7347
2000 07 17 22 53 47.30 36.2400 70.8200 137.5000 6.36987 14.26550 35.36680 15.51280 5.16900 -26.34650 12.08100 30.6588
2000 11 25 18 09 11.40 40.2400 49.9500 15.5295 6.23929 2.92750 21.06170 -19.23440 -1.22520 1.03320 -3.96070 87.8998
2000 11 25 18 10 47.40 40.4100 50.2700 30.3365 6.30454 -28.63140 20.82390 -13.00900 -6.69280 20.36200 8.26940 34.4245
2000 12 06 17 11 6.40 39.6000 54.8700 33.6362 6.82088 129.67100 135.66000 43.90150 92.45500 -131.89400 2.22290 65.4717
2001 01 26 03 16 40.50 23.6300 70.2400 17.9932 7.42519 1162.82000 616.94500 646.71300 190.26300 -1649.20000 486.37200 69.1265
2001 01 28 01 02 10.70 23.6100 70.6100 13.9471 5.68869 3.93130 0.32250 1.18650 0.63700 -4.18910 0.25770 18.4069
2001 02 25 02 21 59.60 36.4100 70.6200 190.9629 6.17260 21.03700 -2.52370 7.07340 -5.05820 -20.92250 -0.11450 22.8012
2001 02 25 02 21 59.60 36.4100 70.6200 190.6780 6.17315 21.11420 -2.40270 7.13110 -5.09740 -20.90900 -0.20520 23.0351
2001 06 10 01 52 8.00 39.7100 54.0800 50.5206 5.34888 1.15560 0.60650 0.02790 0.47940 -0.98350 -0.17200 4.5805
2001 06 15 16 19 7.60 14.0300 51.5900 11.4348 5.78572 0.79170 0.48790 -2.11080 3.63830 3.80780 -4.59950 29.1867
2001 11 23 20 43 3.50 36.4300 71.5000 93.6615 6.02875 10.18920 -0.39670 4.70330 -9.58010 -6.27080 -3.91850 9.2644
2002 01 03 07 05 27.70 35.7100 70.7600 126.2346 6.10707 14.58960 10.28950 5.61080 -5.80980 -8.43820 -6.15150 13.3020
2002 02 03 09 26 43.30 38.2300 30.5600 14.1723 5.65117 -3.51090 0.70590 -1.06670 1.50460 0.70910 2.80180 52.3428
2002 02 17 13 03 52.70 28.0000 51.6800 42.6136 5.17975 0.37090 -0.47490 0.30060 0.30340 -0.37900 0.00810 33.7267
2002 03 03 12 08 7.80 36.5700 70.4200 224.0278 7.35689 876.79000 1000.54000 -350.10200 171.34700 -806.29800 -70.49400 11.0160
2002 03 03 12 08 7.80 36.5700 70.4200 224.0219 7.35718 878.18600 1002.92000 -346.88800 170.29800 -806.59600 -71.59200 11.0664
2002 03 25 14 56 33.80 36.2800 69.0600 11.9330 6.01897 9.20260 0.52680 -2.77380 -3.77680 5.14180 -14.34440 16.3637
2002 03 27 08 52 52.30 36.1200 68.7500 13.9244 5.50523 1.59400 0.49890 1.34260 -0.18850 0.30010 -1.89400 16.7927
2002 04 12 04 00 23.70 36.1500 69.1200 11.5670 5.81677 5.08070 -0.61430 0.66580 -2.53660 1.71240 -6.79310 10.6627
2002 06 22 02 58 21.30 35.8200 48.9700 13.5314 6.45252 52.70880 31.67150 -7.05430 13.06050 -43.77340 -8.93540 19.6553
2002 08 13 08 37 22.80 14.8100 55.5700 12.5802 5.73026 -4.79170 -1.52270 1.33010 -0.66280 4.08190 0.70980 26.0946
2002 09 25 22 28 11.90 32.0400 49.1000 12.7273 5.53242 2.59450 -0.42550 -0.02810 1.01370 -1.40570 -1.18880 30.2549
2002 11 20 21 32 30.80 35.5200 74.6600 15.8343 6.15925 -9.20120 -15.86390 -5.50510 10.63930 0.41950 8.78170 39.7787
2002 12 25 12 57 3.20 38.9500 74.9000 16.5317 5.52561 0.70520 0.82650 0.94800 1.18690 -1.97080 1.26560 38.7815
2003 01 14 14 13 57.20 27.7700 62.4200 77.0936 5.36192 -1.21990 -0.12670 0.04270 0.62990 1.24260 -0.02270 13.4977
2003 01 27 05 26 23.00 39.5800 39.6600 9.2116 5.95126 -0.48950 -3.89270 -1.52960 6.23600 -7.28030 7.76980 21.8800
2003 02 24 02 03 41.50 39.3700 77.2400 27.2541 6.14839 -2.13100 6.96300 0.60240 -7.03340 -17.37400 19.50500 56.4537
2003 03 12 04 47 51.30 39.2900 77.3200 14.0482 5.67473 1.78430 2.61600 0.76630 -1.36320 -3.14600 1.36170 36.1678
2003 05 01 00 27 4.70 39.0400 40.5300 13.0001 6.29767 2.02930 20.75040 0.36960 15.69490 -24.65080 22.62150 13.1436
2003 05 22 18 11 57.00 42.8100 72.7800 29.3268 5.39019 0.56040 -0.54270 0.48270 0.28990 -1.50500 0.94460 68.3261
2003 05 24 01 46 6.30 14.7600 53.7600 10.5317 5.64775 -1.34330 -0.34650 -1.17890 2.36680 3.00470 -1.66150 45.2048
2003 07 10 17 06 37.70 28.3500 54.1000 12.5577 5.73006 3.93020 2.78680 -0.15890 0.09560 -4.23920 0.30900 9.4866
2003 07 10 17 40 15.90 28.2600 54.0500 13.1150 5.68509 2.78290 -2.03430 1.69500 1.58970 -3.02020 0.23730 6.6811
2003 08 21 04 02 9.20 28.8800 59.7000 13.7000 5.80508 2.40290 -1.89030 1.38870 5.58840 -0.78900 -1.61390 28.6148
2003 09 01 23 16 35.00 38.7100 75.3200 14.6313 5.66941 -2.07900 -0.12160 -2.01520 -2.85870 0.22580 1.85320 2.8549
2003 12 26 01 56 52.40 29.1000 58.2400 13.0828 6.52137 17.02420 -45.63960 -13.89160 57.40560 -13.04800 -3.97630 13.3779
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2004 03 12 22 45 19.00 36.3800 70.6000 215.8230 5.66025 2.61090 2.77770 0.57920 0.04170 -2.71860 0.10770 3.8555
2004 05 28 12 38 44.30 36.5500 51.5800 21.6581 6.13541 16.03470 -8.28180 7.24410 9.34560 -9.63450 -6.40020 63.2030
2004 10 07 21 46 20.30 37.3700 54.3200 34.5108 5.57022 2.21780 -1.03420 0.49950 -1.76940 -1.06970 -1.14810 20.1789
2004 10 31 06 02 59.00 35.2000 74.3700 5.7731 4.71642 -0.08220 0.05550 -0.09040 0.03180 0.11200 -0.02980 71.1008
2004 11 17 20 58 22.30 39.2700 71.7600 23.1076 5.70336 0.02810 0.36510 -0.29490 -4.37150 -1.05800 1.02990 30.0738
2005 02 14 23 38 8.70 41.7200 79.2700 28.5275 5.86564 1.40190 7.28690 2.22690 0.70530 -2.31950 0.91760 55.0032
2005 02 22 02 25 22.80 30.7600 56.8100 7.7923 6.34613 39.85900 -6.76470 2.28370 -11.11940 -39.03910 -0.81990 55.4743
2005 02 25 23 04 4.00 38.1800 72.4000 110.5242 5.63058 -1.75140 -2.34530 -0.60670 -2.04170 0.75710 0.99430 29.5035
2005 03 13 03 31 23.10 26.7300 62.0000 57.2783 5.89361 -7.94410 -1.39350 -0.37650 2.04900 8.70360 -0.75950 28.7054
2005 03 14 01 55 55.60 39.4400 40.7700 6.7294 5.68366 -1.35140 1.75330 1.48590 -2.95100 -0.89370 2.24510 57.0533
2005 05 14 18 04 55.10 30.7200 56.8400 5.4389 5.17823 0.66370 -0.02340 0.30960 0.08480 -0.66190 -0.00180 54.1703
2005 08 25 21 08 13.00 37.1300 79.3500 14.5293 5.26148 0.70610 -0.59470 0.23930 0.14850 -0.75040 0.04430 49.1363
2005 08 26 18 16 33.60 14.5700 51.9600 5.5768 5.99509 -1.99050 -1.13030 2.89320 8.32490 9.43820 -7.44770 29.7413
2005 10 08 03 50 40.80 34.3800 73.4700 11.3705 7.42803 1732.71000 563.36700 188.28300 665.03000 -907.31700 -825.39800 74.7801
2005 10 08 10 46 28.80 34.7000 73.1200 9.4926 6.37960 43.21810 21.98390 -0.67480 16.94800 -18.47480 -24.74330 38.4938
2005 10 08 12 25 20.20 34.6200 73.3400 15.6467 5.61501 3.21830 -0.18670 1.35440 1.03970 -2.22100 -0.99730 24.8091
2005 10 08 21 13 31.90 34.6800 73.1000 11.1014 5.44767 1.66590 0.40990 -0.31220 0.44000 0.14220 -1.80820 27.4051
2005 10 08 21 45 9.80 34.6000 73.0600 11.2406 5.26328 0.90660 0.34800 -0.13410 0.46560 -0.38580 -0.52080 47.7836
2005 10 09 07 09 18.60 34.5700 73.0100 10.0130 5.27975 0.38480 0.85870 -0.31030 0.38670 -0.21170 -0.17310 22.7327
2005 10 09 08 30 1.10 34.6500 73.1300 10.6487 5.59445 2.88160 1.03950 -0.16890 1.38810 -0.84090 -2.04070 36.1398
2005 10 09 19 20 37.40 34.3300 73.5800 8.3769 5.31420 1.02000 0.57380 0.18120 0.15920 -0.98000 -0.04000 17.2004
2005 10 12 20 23 38.20 34.8800 73.0800 11.9261 5.22199 0.82330 -0.04890 0.04400 0.45980 -0.51330 -0.31000 20.9679
2005 10 19 02 33 28.30 34.7600 73.0500 9.0426 5.55435 1.50800 2.05780 -0.27790 0.85450 -1.49430 -0.01380 25.4812
2005 10 19 03 16 21.10 34.7800 73.1400 9.0281 5.31275 1.07450 -0.12750 0.14620 0.54960 -0.94880 -0.12570 48.5291
2005 10 23 15 04 20.90 34.7400 73.0300 8.4260 5.43431 0.60090 1.61260 -0.13160 0.47510 -0.56380 -0.03710 30.8368
2005 11 27 10 22 19.20 26.6600 55.8000 9.5629 5.95676 10.82870 2.48010 -1.13660 -2.35570 -9.49190 -1.33680 14.9003
2005 12 12 21 47 46.10 36.4500 71.0600 211.9298 6.58734 90.66460 20.56660 15.28820 2.22880 -93.66360 2.99900 6.9747
2006 02 28 07 31 2.70 27.8600 56.8700 26.8809 5.88475 3.80840 7.07850 -0.74690 1.15580 -4.83940 1.03100 44.3984
2006 03 25 07 28 57.70 27.4300 55.6000 11.8374 5.82667 5.30690 4.30880 -0.61180 -0.22740 -5.43730 0.13030 29.1753
2006 03 31 01 17 1.00 33.7400 48.7300 9.5906 5.98260 -4.79770 3.26100 2.19710 -1.01370 -7.93510 12.73270 36.0603
2006 04 06 17 59 16.40 23.2500 70.3500 24.2634 5.39854 0.62630 0.26510 -0.43000 0.57360 -1.58130 0.95500 26.5017
2006 06 28 21 02 9.20 26.7700 55.8100 10.0755 5.76384 4.70960 1.95930 1.04960 -2.68360 -3.84970 -0.86000 16.0696
2006 07 06 03 57 53.50 39.2200 71.7000 9.6089 5.68895 2.98260 -0.65420 0.88520 -2.42250 -3.66730 0.68470 62.3777
2006 09 11 18 12 22.30 35.6200 78.0900 20.1105 5.37568 -0.69640 0.22270 -0.19030 1.25730 0.04280 0.65360 46.7911
2006 10 12 17 08 20.40 39.7500 54.6600 51.1445 5.24973 0.61000 0.57050 -0.24150 0.16270 -0.75240 0.14240 5.6171
2006 12 25 20 01 0.40 42.1700 76.0600 19.0257 5.67761 1.88050 -2.85120 0.28350 -2.20330 -2.11380 0.23330 82.7551
2006 12 30 08 30 49.80 13.6700 51.4400 15.8207 6.48396 -11.57360 15.91190 8.36620 45.86620 50.04720 -38.47360 45.5868
2007 01 08 17 21 50.30 39.8500 70.1700 22.0573 5.95636 1.60960 4.45460 -1.85450 -9.52860 -1.90800 0.29840 22.3610
2007 01 17 23 18 50.10 10.2100 58.5900 19.8252 6.15288 -2.22100 8.78560 -1.53570 -13.15230 15.23210 -13.01110 15.7625
2007 02 21 11 05 29.20 38.4500 39.2300 8.9387 5.64896 -2.31400 -0.55950 -2.60530 1.58560 0.52970 1.78430 52.0490
2007 04 03 03 35 7.30 36.5300 70.6200 138.3371 6.23897 17.03130 12.53830 -15.07310 -2.49220 6.23910 -23.27040 3.4917
2007 06 18 14 29 48.30 34.4700 50.7900 17.4206 5.38799 0.98320 0.48790 -0.72620 0.68990 -1.07930 0.09610 54.7782
2007 07 21 22 44 13.60 38.9800 70.1700 8.4526 5.12645 0.31380 0.35230 -0.08030 -0.39800 -0.02760 -0.28620 18.6513
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Table 1.2: Earthquake catalog containing 184 event solutions solved for using a 3D moment tensor inversion method Liu et al.
(2004). Results are azimuthally weighted, 7-parameter (Mij and depth), zero-trace solutions. Mij components are normalized
by dividing by 1x1017N.m.
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Abstract
The Ontong Java Plateau (OJP) represents the result of a significant event in
the Earth’s geologic history. Limited geophysical and geochemical data, as well as
the plateau’s relative isolation in the Pacific ocean, have made interpretation of
the modern day geologic structure and its 120 Ma formation history difficult.
Here we the present highest resolution image to date of the wave speed structure
of the OJP region. We use a unique data set that combines ambient noise and
earthquake waveforms and an iterative finite-frequency tomography methodology.
The uniqueness and combination of datasets allow us to best exploit the limited
station distribution in the Pacific and image wave speed structures between 35 km
and greater than 250 km into the Earth.
We image a region of fast shear wave speeds, greater than 4.75 km/s, that
extends to greater than 100 km beneath the plateau. The wave speeds are similar
to as observed in cratonic environments and are consistent with a compositional
anomaly likely a result of eclogite entrainment during the plateau’s formation.
The combination of our imaged wave speed structure and previous geochemi-
cal work, specifically enrichment in siderophile elements, suggest that a surfacing
plume head entrained eclogite from the deep mantle accounts for the anomalous
buoyancy characteristics of the plateau and observed fast wave speeds.
Introduction
The Ontong Java Plateau (OJP) represents the largest preserved Large Igneous
Province (LIP) by volume on the Earth (Coffin and Eldholm, 1994; Gladczenko
et al., 1997; Ito and van Keken, 2007). At the surface, the OJP’s area of 2 Mkm2
also makes it the largest oceanic plateau (Gladczenko et al., 1997). Taylor (2006)
showed that the OJP, Manihiki Plateau (MP) and Hikurangi Plateau (HP) were
once part of the same feature and were subsequently separated by seafloor spread-
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ing during the Cretaceous. Including the MP and HP as originating from the
same edifice, greater than 4 Mkm2 of ocean floor has been effected by the mas-
sive outpouring of material associated with the three plateau’s formation (Ito and
van Keken, 2007). Connections with the Louisville Hotspot Chain have also been
made, suggesting that the chain represents a plume tail (Neal et al., 1997; Chandler
et al., 2012) to the OJP’s surfaced plume head. This major event in Earth’s his-
tory is a result of a process that is radically different and not currently active, and
would results in rapid and catastrophic global environmental change. Estimates
of the volume of magma erupted range from 44 to 57 Mkm3, over a geologically
short time period, 6  14 Myrs (Coffin and Eldholm, 1994; Gladczenko et al.,
1997; Tejada et al., 2002); for comparison, Crisp (1984) estimates current global
volcanism rates of 26 to 34 km3yr1. Despite its apparent significance to Earth’s
geologic history, knowledge of the OJP is still under developed.
Current understanding of the OJP comes from a broad range of research. Sam-
pling of the OJP’s surface has been done using geochemistry and petrology on
recovered rock samples from DSDP and ODP cruise legs as well as sampling on
nearby islands in the Solomon chain (Neal et al., 1997; Michael , 1999; Tejada et al.,
1996, 2002, 2004). Crust and upper mantle structure has been investigated using
gravity and magnetic surveys (Nakanishi et al., 1992; Gladczenko et al., 1997) as
well as active-source seismic profiling (Furumoto et al., 1976; Hussong et al., 1979).
Deeper seismic structures have been imaged using Rayleigh-wave seismic tomog-
raphy (Richardson et al., 2000), seismic attenuation (Gomer and Okal , 2003) and
anisotropy (Klosko et al., 2001).
The result of these studies paint a complex geologic history spanning over 120
million years (Ma) and despite previous work, a consensus regarding the genesis of
the OJP is lacking and several hypotheses have developed. Two main hypotheses
on the OJP’s origin invoke either 1) the surfacing of a buoyant plume head or 2)
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vigorous passive mantle upwelling at or near a spreading ridge, as responsible for
the plateau’s emplacement.
Plume Source
The prevailing mechanism for the origin of LIPs has been the decompression
melting of a surfacing mantle plume head (Griffiths et al., 1989; Campbell , 1998).
A Rayleigh-Taylor instability originating from the core-mantle boundary or the
660 km transition zone can be positively buoyant due to either a thermal or com-
positional anomaly compared to the ambient mantle (Olson, 1990; Larson and
Kincaid , 1996; Campbell , 2005). The OJP, and other LIPs, would be a product
of high degrees of melting requiring high mantle temperature anomalies that rise
quickly and adiabatically through the mantle (Larson, 1991; Larson and Kincaid ,
1996), resulting in widespread melting, drying and depletion of the mantle beneath
a forming plateau (Hall and Kincaid , 2004). Larson (1991) suggested this excess
of heat, originating from the core-mantle boundary, could alter normal mantle
convection, changing the magnetic reversal frequency and leading to the observed
mid-Cretaceous magnetic quite zone following the formation of the OJP.
The most compelling evidence for a plume source to the OJP is the volume and
rate of erupted material. Erupted volume estimates range from 44 to 57 Mkm3
over 6  14 Myrs (Coffin and Eldholm, 1994; Gladczenko et al., 1997; Tejada
et al., 2002). Tejada et al. (1996, 2002) determine the main plateau forming event
occurred around 120 Ma, with a smaller, but significant, volume of material em-
placed around 90 Ma. Geochemically, samples represent high degrees of melting
to a relatively homogeneous and well-buffered OIB-like source (Tejada et al., 1996;
Michael , 1999). Enrichment in siderophile elements, such as molybdenum (Mo),
members of the platinum group, and gold (Au), may suggest a core-mantle bound-
ary source, consistent with a plume hypothesis (Jain et al., 1996; Neal et al., 1997;
Ely and Neal , 2003).
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Despite the evidence of a plume source for the OJP, complications arise when
examining the emplacement depth and isostatic topography of the plateau. The
vesicularity of the OJP lavas and presence of microfossils suggest that plateau em-
placement was entirely submarine, at depths greater than 800m below sea level
(Mahoney et al., 2001). Korenaga (2005) suggested that based on a realistic
geotherm for a mantle hot enough to induce melting, the plateau should have
been emplaced at or above sea level based solely on the isostatic topography; the
addition of a buoyant plume head would dynamically raise the plateau further.
Using numerical models, Farnetani and Richards (1994), suggested uplift of ap-
proximately 5 km above abyssal sea floor when lithospheric extension is allowed
in their model, similar to the pre-emplacement tectonic setting near the OJP. Hall
and Kincaid (2004) suggested the formation of a viscous “plug” due to significant
melt extraction and dehydration. Flow around the plug could result in high melt
extraction rates and limited uplift; further the viscous plug would be more resistant
to mantle flow and able to persistent for ¡ 120 Ma. In addition to a lack of uplift,
post-emplacement subsidence has been retarded relative to normal seafloor and
seafloor adjacent to the plateau (Neal et al., 1997), suggesting a remnant positive
buoyancy within the mantle beneath the OJP.
Passive rift driven upwelling
As an alternative to the plume-driven hypothesis, Korenaga (2005) proposed
that entrainment of dense eclogite, by vigorous plate-driven mantle flow due to
fast plate spreading rates, could explain both the topography and geochemistry of
the OJP. Korenaga (2005) suggested the dense eclogite comes from recycled sub-
ducted crust. Initial formation of the combined plateaus occurred in the vicinity
of the Tongareva triple junction (Pacific-Phoenix-Farallon); the Osbourn Trough
separates the MP and HP, while spreading in the Ellice Basin seperated the OJP
and MP (Larson, 1997; Billen and Stock , 2000; Viso et al., 2005; Taylor , 2006).
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Nearby magnetic lineations (M0-M7) imply a half spreading rate of 7.7 cm{yr be-
tween 120  129Ma (Larson, 1997). Korenaga (2005) suggested that this rapid
spreading rate alone should be large enough to entrain material denser than nomi-
nal mantle, and would only be enhanced by the presence of a nearby triple junction.
What follows is a description of our tomography methodology, using a unique
data set combining ambient noise and earthquake waveforms. This allows us to
obtain the resolution at depths in the crust and upper mantle necessary for inter-
pretation of the OJP’s wave speed structure and arrive at a hypothesis regarding
its formation.
Methodology
To determine the 3-dimensional wave speed structure beneath the OJP we em-
ployed a two phase, iterative, tomography using full-waveform ambient noise and
earthquake data. Due to the sparse coverage of seismic stations and earthquakes
in the Pacific ocean and the relative isolation of the OJP, a two step process was
used to image the seismic wave speed structure beneath the plateau. The first
phase used Green’s functions derived from ambient noise data at periods up to 200
seconds. This ambient noise-only model provided an improved base model for sub-
sequent iterations using joint ambient noise and earthquake data. Use of Green’s
functions from ambient noise as a starting point effectively exploits the 20  years of
continuous, broadband seismic data, and is not reliant on earthquake distributions
and solving for earthquake source mechanisms. This eliminates a source of error,
the earthquake mechanism and location, during the initial iterations and allows
the model converge on large scale features. Ambient noise further exploits small
temporary seismic station deployments that may not gather sufficient earthquake
data during their deployment window.
We added earthquake waveform data after changes in the wave speed structure
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converged using only ambient noise Green’s functions. The use of both ambient
noise and earthquake data is complementary as each data set samples different
portions of the 3-dimensional model space. The addition of earthquakes tripled
the number of total measurements used in the inversion and provided higher quality
measurements than those strictly from ambient noise. The large magnitude sources
associated with earthquake events produced more distinct surface wave signals with
higher signal-to-noise ratios. The surface waves measured with both data sets have
path coverage sensitive to crust and upper mantle (   500 km) Earth structure,
and is key to the understanding of the OJP’s wave speed structure and formation.
Data Preparation
To extract usable Rayleigh wave signals from continuous raw seismic data, we
use an ambient noise processing procedure outlined in Shen et al. (2012) and Gao
and Shen (2014). Continuous, vertical component data from 1990-2011 was gath-
ered from IRIS DMC for 54 stations throughout the Pacific (Figure 2.1). The
instrument response is removed and the data was cut into daily segments and re-
sampled to 1 sample per second. A frequency time normalization (FTN), following
Shen et al. (2012), is used to normalize the data; earthquakes larger than Mw 5.5
are then removed from the time series. Using the one day long records, a cross
correlation between station pairs was then calculated with one station acting as
a “virtual” source. The cross correlated records were then summed into monthly
stacks; the total sum of these records represents our empirical Green’s Function
(EGF) following a time derivative (Figure 2.10). Monthly stacks are computed to
quantify the error of the EGF.
Earthquake data was added to the inversion problem after iteration four. Seis-
mic waveform data was collected from IRIS DMC for earthquakes between 1990
and 2012 with moment magnitudes (Mw) between 5.0 and 6.0.
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Synthetic Waveform Generation
Synthetic seismograms were calculated by propagating seismic waves from a
virtual source to each receiver using a nonstaggered-grid finite-difference method
(Zhang et al., 2012). The initial model is a combination of the global surface wave
diffraction model, CUB (Ritzwoller et al., 2002) and AK135 (Kennett et al., 1995)
for depths greater than 396 km. Wavefield simulations were carried out on a multi-
node Linux cluster with 24 core per node; each simulation took approximately 8
hours using a single node.
With the addition of earthquake data, inaccurate representations of the earth-
quake source mechanism and location needed to be addressed. As such, earthquake
moment tensor solutions were gathered from the Global Centroid Moment Tensor
(GCMT) catalog (Dziewonski et al., 1981). GCMT solutions were applied in finite
difference forward simulations using a bell-shaped source time function (STF) of
4s duration for numerical stability purposes. To directly compare data and syn-
thetics, the synthetic waveforms were convolved with a STF scaled in duration by
the earthquake magnitude. Moreover, the STF used in the finite difference simu-
lation was convolved with the observed data. An appropriate earthquake STF was
calculated based on the event’s magnitude, using
L  10
Mwa
b (2.1)
TR 
L
VR
(2.2)
where L is the surface rupture length, a is 5.08, b is 1.16 from Table 2A in Wells
and Coppersmith (1994), TR and VR is the rupture time and velocity, 2.86 km/s.
This source equalization process is summarized in the equations below where Sd
is the observed data seismogram, Ss is the synthetic seismogram, G is the Green’s
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Function, and Λd and Λs are the STFs of the data and synethic respectively,
Sdptq  Gptq Λdptq (2.3)
Ssptq  Gptq Λsptq (2.4)
S
1
d  Gptq Λdptq Λsptq (2.5)
S
1
s  Gptq Λsptq Λdptq (2.6)
The above pair of convolutions align the data and synthetics in time by account-
ing for phase-shifts and allowing for a straight-forward measurement to be made
between the two. Filters used in the measurement are much longer in duration
than either of the STFs, reducing these convolutions to simple time-shifts.
Phase Delay Measurement and Inversion
Empirical green functions (EGFs), earthquake data and synthetics were filtered,
two-pass butterworth, at five overlapping finite frequency bands, 200100s, 150
75s, 100  50s, 75  30s, 50  25s. Phase delays, dT , were measured between
the data and synthetics by cross-correlation for each frequency band. Low quality
signals were removed from the measurements using a minimum signal-to-noise ratio
and a minimum cross correlation coefficient criteria (Table 2.1). A summary of the
measurement and inversion parameters are in Table 2.1. The scattering-integral
(SI) approach (Zhao et al., 2005; Zhang et al., 2007; Chen et al., 2007b,a; Zhang
and Shen, 2008) is used to calculate perturbations in Vp and Vs using a finite
frequency full-waveform tomography process (see Appendix for details).
Finite frequency techniques have been used effectively to iteratively improve
three-dimensional models of southern California (Tape et al., 2007, 2009), the
northwestern US (Gao and Shen, 2012), Europe (Zhu et al., 2012b,a; Zhu and
Tromp, 2013; Zhu et al., 2013), Tibet (Ren and Shen, 2008) and the Middle East
(Savage et al., 2012; Shen et al., 2012; Shen and Zhang , 2012). Finite frequency
sensitivity kernels better recover perturbation amplitudes and wave speed geom-
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etry than ray based methods (Hung et al., 2004), reducing smearing, leading to
higher amplitude and more constrained anomalies (Becker , 2012). Here we iter-
atively solved for absolute wave speed until changes to the 3-dimensional model
were minimal using only ambient noise data. This represented four model itera-
tions. Iterations five through our final iteration (07) included both ambient noise
and earthquake data. Due to Rayleigh wave sensitivities to both shear and com-
pressional waveforms, we solved for both absolute Vp and Vs. Measurements were
made on Rayleigh waves and our model is most sensitive to changes in V sv and
shear wave speed structures.
Results
Resolution
The sparse receiver distribution in the Pacific has previously limited the ability
to obtain high resolution images of the OJP region. Using our unique data set of
combined ambient noise and earthquake waveform measurements, we are able to
significantly improve resolution of the wave speed structure beneath the plateau
from previous work (Furumoto et al., 1976; Hussong et al., 1979; Richardson et al.,
2000; Gomer and Okal , 2003; Klosko et al., 2001) which either suffered from dom-
inant north-south source/station distribution or had a geographically limited data
set. To demonstrate this improved model resolution, Figure 2.2 shows the com-
putational model domain perturbed with a 5 and 7 sized harmonic pattern of
positive and negative 5% wave speed anomalies. For these test models the anoma-
lies do not vary with depth. The recovered anomalies are plotted at depths of 70,
114 and 212 km. Resolution is excellent beneath the OJP as well as to the south-
east near the Central Spreading Ridge, allowing us to confidently interpret wave
speed structures down to 5 in size. We outline a region in pink (Figure 2.2) that
reproduces the input model well and we are confident in interpreting the recovered
relative and absolute seismic wave speeds. Areas outside of the pink region are
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not well sampled. These resolution tests demonstrate that wave speed structure
are best resolved between depths of 35 and 250 km, this is similar to Gao and
Shen (2014) that uses a similar methodology and period range. Interpretations of
the wave speed model will be limited geographically to the pink region defined by
these resolution tests.
Data Fit
Multiple metrics for assessing the robustness and model fit are used to quantify
our results. Figure 2.3 shows the range of dT and number of measurements at each
iteration of the model. As the model evolves there is a noticeable improvement in
dT and reduction of error for ambient noise coupled with substantial increases in
the number of measurements for both the ambient noise and earthquakes (Figure
2.3). In addition to assessment of the data set as a whole, individual measurements
and event-station paths are also analyzed for evaluation. Figure 2.4 shows specific
model paths for regions of interest in the model. A decrease, often significant, in
the dT is seen for each event-station path reflecting an improvement in the model’s
fit to the data. A negative dT represents the need for an increase in V s within
the model, a positive dT represents the need for a decrease in the V s within the
model.
Seismic Wave Speed
The resulting seismic wave speed structure is plotted in Figures 2.5 as absolute
seismic shear wave speed (Vs) in km/s. At shallow depths (  30 km, Figure
2.5) seismic wave speed structure is similar to Richardson et al. (2000); a broad
low wave speed region in the south-southwest of the plateau corresponding to
a thickened crust beneath the high plateau region. At depths deeper than the
crust, however, the two models are quite different. The two most prominent and
interesting features beneath the plateau are anomalously fast seismic wave speeds
roughly southwest of the Nauru Basin and two small, approximately 1 sized,
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anomalously slow regions to the northeast of Santa Isabel Island and beneath
Guadalcanal and Malaita Islands both extending from approximately 35 km to
greater than 100 km.
The fast wave speed region is characterized by Vs speeds around 4.75 km/s
with a small percentage up to 5 km/s (see Appendix Figure 2.11); a continuously
fast feature is seen extending to depths greater than 100 km. This feature, seen
in both Figure 2.5 and in cross-section (Figure 2.6), spatially corresponds with
a large negative residual gravity anomaly seen in Ito and Taira (2000). Directly
beneath the seismically fast region is a broad region of slow wave speeds between
approximately 100  300 km deep.
Northeast of Santa Isabel Island is a seismically slow feature that extends
roughly northwest beneath the high plateau region, seen between depths of less
than 35 km to greater than 150 km. Beneath Guadalcanal and Malaita a second
seismically slow feature is isolated from the Santa Isabel anomaly at the surface
but merges into a single feature at depth, Figure 2.6.
To the north and northwest of the observed fast structure and south of the
islands of Kosrae and Pingelap, are two regions of slow seismic wave speed. From
approximately 130 km to greater than 300 km, fast seismic wave speeds transition
to a broad region of slow wave speeds beneath the plateau.
The main feature spans from 1 to 7 in latitude and is distinct and isolated
from the skinnier more column-like feature under the Solomon Islands. The seis-
mically slow features of Kosrae, Pingelap and Santa Isabel roughly surround the
main fast wave speed anomaly in three dimensions.
Southeast of the plateau and roughly aligned with the Vitiaz lineament is a
distinct boundary between old, seismically fast Pacific seafloor to the north and
much younger, seismically slow seafloor of the Balmoral Reef and New Hebrides
microplates. Slow seismic wave speeds are attributed to active seafloor spreading at
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ridges adjacent to the New Hebrides, Balmoral Reef, Conway Reef and Australian
plates near the Fiji platform. Slow regions associated with the Fiji and Samoan
plumes can be seen extending to depths greater than 350 km in Figure 2.6, though
our resolution is limited below approximately 250 km.
West of the OJP, slow seismic wave speeds trace the boundary between the
North Bismark/Manus plates and the South Bismark plate northeast of Papua
New Guinea and extend in a column-like structure to depths greater than 150 km.
A region of fast seismic wave speeds neatly outlines the Solomon Sea plate which
can be seen subducting to the north beneath the South Bismark plate, Figure 2.6.
To assess whether the methodology and data distribution are able to resolve
such a large-scale, fast wave speed anomaly beneath the plateau we constructed
a synthetic model with a single isolated wave speed perturbation in the location
of our observed anomaly. This synthetic model demonstrates how the anomaly is
smeared and reduced in absolute amplitude by the inversion method. Figure 2.7
shows that we are able to recover the amplitude of the input perturbation well and
with limited smearing to regions adjacent to the anomaly for a single iteration.
In addition, the ability to resolve other known seismic structures within our
model space demonstrates the resolving power and robustness of our observations
and methodology. For example, the boundary in the vicinity of the Vitiaz linea-
ment between 120  Ma, seismically fast Pacific seafloor to the north and   10 Ma,
seismically slow seafloor to the south (Mu¨ller et al., 2008)provides a well-defined
boundary to test our resolving ability of distinct, short-wavelength, wave speed
boundaries. Figure 2.7 shows the wave speed model near the Vitiaz lineament with
limited smearing across the boundary. In addition, slow wave speeds correspond-
ing to centers of recent volcanism on the islands of Santa Isabel, Guadalcanal and
Malaita (Tejada et al., 1996) suggest that we are possibly resolving the source of
this recent volcanism. To the west of the OJP, slow wave speeds roughly trace the
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plate boundary between the North Bismark/Manus and the South Bismark plates
(Bird , 2003). The dense, subducting Solomon Sea plate is also neatly outlined by
a seismically fast region in our model (between approximately 150  154). The
agreement of these features in our model with known geologic structures further
provides confidence in our model’s resolving capabilities.
Discussion
Our resulting model has a region of fast shear wave speeds beneath the OJP
that differs significantly from previous Rayleigh wave tomography by Richardson
et al. (2000) and is faster than 120 Ma oceanic lithosphere (Maggi et al., 2006).
We can rule out melt and/or volatiles as a source of the fast anomaly, as their
presence would decrease shear wave speed (Karato and Jung , 1998; Hammond and
Humphreys , 2000). In the following, we discuss three possible explanations, 1)
the observed data do not require such high wave speeds, 2) there is significant
V sv ¡ V sh anisotropy in the region or 3) the wave speed structure is a result of a
mantle compositionally different than 120 Ma oceanic mantle.
Are the very high wave speeds required by the observed data?
To address question 1 we forward simulate select event-station pairs that cross
the high wave speed anomaly using two model cases, limiting Vs values to a max-
imum of a) 4.5 and b) 4.75 km/s above 400 km depth. Shown in Figure 2.8 is our
calculated waveforms from the final iteration model plotted on top of the data and
the results of the capped models. There is a significant degradation in fit when
using a 4.5 km/s capped model. The main surface wave arrival in the 4.5 km/s
capped synthetic arrives on average 17 seconds later than the data; compared to
the synthetic from our final iteration model, which matches the data’s phase quite
well. A 4.75 km/s capped model fits more closely with our final iteration results
and the data. At the longest periods, ¡ 75 seconds, the 4.75 km/s capped model
is nearly identical to our final iteration results. At shorter periods, 25 50s, small
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differences in the main surface wave arrival are present. Based on the above cap-
ping tests, we can confidently identify a wave speed ¡ 4.75 km/s in the fastest
portion of the model beneath the OJP. These wave speed represent absolute val-
ues similar to cratonic lithosphere (Grand and Helmberger , 1984; Kustowski et al.,
2008; Dalton et al., 2009; Panning et al., 2010; Ritsema et al., 2011) and faster
than the expected shear wave speeds of 120 Ma oceanic lithosphere (Maggi et al.,
2006; Beghein et al., 2014).
Anisotropy
The second possibility for the anomalously fast wave speeds could be related to
V sh/V sv anisotropy. To test this assumption, we compare our isotropic synthetic
transverse component wavefield, V sh  V sv, to the transverse component of the
data and two separate anisotropic cases for three event-station pairs that sample
the anomaly, 1) 1999/12/08 13:34:42 II.KWAJ, 2) 2000/08/14 22:11:16 II.KWAJ
and 3) 2007/04/02 10:49:19 PS.PATS.
In case 1 we reduce our V s values by the percentage of V sh/V sv anisotropy
in anisotropic PREM (Dziewonski et al., 1981), a max of 1% at the very top of
the mantle. This is analogous to an observed anisotropy where V sv is the fast
polarization direction and V sh represents the slow axis. This has been observed
by Beghein et al. (2014) in the top 80 km of 80  120 Ma oceanic lithosphere.
The results, shown in Figure 2.9, reveal a transverse component arrival that is late
compared to the data. This eliminates the possibility that the fast wave speeds
measured on the vertical component are a result of V sv ¡ V sh anisotropy.
In case 2 we increase our V s values by the percentage of V sh/V sv anisotropy in
anisotropic PREM. This is analogous to adding PREM anisotropy to our calculated
values, V sh ¡ V sv. For all three event-station pairs, the anisotropic case fits the
data better than the purely isotropic model, seen as a decrease in the dT for nearly
all frequency bands (Figure 2.9). The ability to fit both vertical and transverse
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component surface waves when applying simple V sh ¡ V sv anisotropy, suggests
that the fast anomaly is probably anisotropic.
Composition
Finally we are left with a compositional source for the fast wave speeds in the
region. Historically, eclogite has been used to account for such high wave speeds
in other anomalous regions throughout the world. Ultra high pressure (UHP)
eclogites from Sulu and Dabie region in China are weakly anisotropic (  3%) and
have fast axis V s and slow axis V s velocities ranging from 4.89  5.05 km/s and
4.84  5.01 km/s respectively (Bascou et al., 2001; Ji et al., 2003; Zhang et al.,
2008) . Eclogite samples from the Western Gneiss Region in Norway show Vs
wave speeds ranging from 4.54.99 km/s (Bascou et al., 2001; Worthington et al.,
2013). Several studies of the Slave Craton in northern Canada have shear wave
speeds similarly fast as our results for OJP (Cammarano and Romanowicz , 2007;
Romanowicz , 2009; Fischer et al., 2010) and eclogite has been interpreted as the
source for these abnormally fast wave speeds (Snyder , 2008).
To discriminate between a garnet-rich fertile peridotite and various types of
eclogite, we ran sample cases using the Excel macro of Hacker and Abers (2004).
We added garnet to a fertile peridotite with modal abundances of 55% forsterite,
25% enstatite, 18 % diopside. Garnet was added in increments of 2%, 4%, 6%,
8%, 10% and 20% as the modal abundances of the other minerals was adjusted
proportionally, see Table 2.2 for modal abundances. Mineral wave speeds were
simulated at 2.5 GPa and a lithosphere temperature of 1125C at that depth,
which is an approximate geotherm of 15C per km (Stein and Stein, 1992). An
1125C estimated lithosphere temperature falls within the range of possible values
for 120 Ma lithosphere at 70 km (Stein and Stein, 1992). Calculated shear wave
speed is less than 4.65 km/s for all garnet-rich peridotite cases (Table 2.2) . We
then calculated a suite of eclogite compositions, again incrementally increasing the
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% of garnet (20%, 30%, 40%, 50%, 60%). Modal abundances of zoisite amphibole
eclogite, amphibole eclogite, zoisite eclogite, lawsonite amphibole eclogite, coesite
eclogite, and diamond eclogite were also used (Hacker and Abers , 2004). Calculated
shear wave speed was less than 4.50 km/s for all eclogite cases. Finally wave
speeds were calculated using approximate modal abundances for UHP eclogites
from Ji et al. (2003) that contain large amounts of garnet and jadeite, see Table
2.2 for compositions. We were able to reproduce the measurements of Vs to those
measured in the literature (Bascou et al., 2001; Ji et al., 2003; Zhang et al., 2008)
for UHP eclogite compositions.
Our resulting wave speeds and the above sensitivity tests support a possible
compositional anomaly for the fast wave speeds in the region. This does not dis-
criminate, however, between the potential plateau formation theories, as both a
vigorous upwelling (Korenaga, 2005) or a plume scenario (Bercovici and Mahoney ,
1994; Larson and Kincaid , 1996; Tejada et al., 1996; Jain et al., 1996; Neal et al.,
1997; Michael , 1999; Ely and Neal , 2003; Ishikawa et al., 2004, 2007) could sup-
port entrainment of eclogite. Korenaga (2005) suggested the entrainment of dense
eclogite fragments non-uniformally distributed throughout the mantle to explain
the intriguing buoyancy characteristics of the plateau. Ishikawa et al. (2004, 2007)
showed evidence for significant amounts of ancient recycled subducted crust in
their xenolith samples from mantle beneath the OJP. The authors suggest a chem-
ically heterogeneous plume (Ishikawa et al., 2004, 2007) as the source of the OJP.
Models of thermochemical plume heads, with as much as 15 wt% eclogite, have
also been shown to retard surface uplift, as well as cause extensive delamination
and thinning of the lithosphere, compared to a purely thermal plume head case
(Sobolev et al., 2011). Further, Silver et al. (2006) suggested the presence of ex-
cess heat at the base of the lithosphere representing remanent portions of plumes
unable to penetrate a cratonic lithosphere. This hypothesis could explain the slow
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wave speeds seen directly beneath the shallower seismically fast and likely strong
anomaly on the plateau. An eclogite composition could also reconcile the anoma-
lous subsidence history of the plateau. Foundering or delamination of the eclogite
could allow the plateau to remain relatively buoyant over the last 120 Ma.
In addition to the plume or vigorous upwelling hypotheses, Ito and Taira (2000)
suggest two models to explain a Bouguer anomaly greater than predicted Airy
isostasy beneath the plateau. The first involved late stage magmatic underplating
beneath an already thickened plate. It is possible that this underplating could
force oceanic crust within the stability range for eclogite formation.
Additional evidence from geochemistry is needed to further discriminate be-
tween source hypotheses. Geochemically, samples represent high degrees of melt-
ing to a well-buffered OIB-like source (Tejada et al., 1996; Michael , 1999). Enrich-
ment in siderophile elements, such as molybdenum (Mo), members of the platinum
group, and gold (Au), suggest a core-mantle boundary origin that is consistent with
a plume hypothesis (Jain et al., 1996; Neal et al., 1997; Ely and Neal , 2003).
A compositionally heterogeneous mantle beneath the OJP is required to gen-
erate the observed wave speed structure seen in our model. Regions of fast wave
speed, ¡ 4.75 km/s, can be explained with a garnet rich composition that is likely
eclogite. The fast seismic wave speeds suggest a feature that is strong, able to
persist 120 Ma and is related to the plateau’s formation. The feature may rep-
resents remnants of a larger structure that has undergone erosion due to 120 Ma
of plate motion. Laboratory tank modeling suggests that the plate motion his-
tory is extremely important to the interpretation of the modern tectonic features
(Druken et al., 2013; Kincaid et al., 2013; Druken et al., 2014) . Mantle fabrics
present 120 Ma ago are likely to be significantly deformed as a result of complex
interactions with plate tectonic process. While our seismic model can not discrim-
inate between the two main plateau formation hypotheses, the fast wave speeds in
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combination with previous geochemical observations is consistent with hypotheses
for a compositionally heterogeneous plume with entrained eclogite.
Conclusions
A unique dataset using a combination of ambient noise and earthquake wave-
forms was used to determine the seismic wave speed structure of the Ontong Java
Plateau. Our model’s resolution represents a significant improvement over pre-
vious research and the highest wave speed resolution to date for the region. We
have shown a significant improvement in our model relative to the starting model,
CUB (Ritzwoller et al., 2002), seen as a decrease in the phase delay, dT , through
iterations, Figure 2.3, and in the synthetic waveform fit to the data, Figure 2.4.
Beneath the plateau we image a region of shear wave speeds ¡ 4.75 km/s,
possibly up to 5.00 km/s. These wave speeds are faster than normal oceanic
lithosphere 120 Ma in age (approximately 4.5 km/s) (Maggi et al., 2006; Beghein
et al., 2014) and are similar to as observed in cratonic environments (Grand and
Helmberger , 1984; Kustowski et al., 2008; Dalton et al., 2009; Panning et al., 2010;
Ritsema et al., 2011). Tests for V sv ¡ V sh anisotropy through the fast anomaly
are ruled out by the data. However, the addition of simple V sh ¡ V sv anisotropy
slightly improves synthetic fit to the data relative to our isotropic model.
Our observed wave speeds beneath the plateau are consistent with a compo-
sitional anomaly and likely a result of UHP eclogite compositions. While our
seismic model cannot conclusively discriminate between the two major formation
hypotheses, previous studies of rock samples from the Solomon Islands suggest a
compositionally heterogenous plume source for the OJP (Tejada et al., 1996; Jain
et al., 1996; Neal et al., 1997; Michael , 1999; Ely and Neal , 2003). We suggest
that the surfacing plume head entrained eclogite from the deep mantle, resulting
in a denser than normal eruption that retarded surface uplift and accounts for the
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observed fast wave speeds beneath the plateau.
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Iteration Data Type dT Threshold Damping Smoothing
(seconds)
1 AN 35 16 16
2 AN 35 4 16
3 AN 35 4 12
4 AN 35 4 8
5 AN and EQ 35 25 16
6 AN and EQ 35 25 10
7 AN and EQ 35 25 10
Table 2.1: Summary of inversion parameters.
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Figure 2.1: 54 Seismic stations (inverted triangles) and 105 earthquake events
(circles) used for this study in the Pacific Ocean. Our computational domain is
outlined in black. The 4000m bathymetric contour of the Ontong Java Plateau
(OJP) is outlined in black. Modern plate boundaries are shown with a thin black
line. The red arrows show modern Pacific plate motion. Major features have
been labeled in black: Central Spreading Ridge (CSR), the Vitiaz Lineament, and
Manihiki Plateau. The location of Solomon Islands of Santa Isabel Island (SI),
Guadalcanal (GD), and Malaita Island (MI) are also highlighted.
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Figure 2.2: Computational model domain perturbed with 5 and 7 sized harmonic
positive and negative 5% wave speed anomalies. Our recovered solution is plotted
at three depths into the model. Our recovered resolution is excellent for the region
outlined in pink.
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Figure 2.3: (a) Shows the evolution of the dT through iterations; black circles are
from AN data, grey circles are from EQ data. The sum of the absolute value of the
dT provides a good indication of how the whole data set is improving despite the
increase in the number of measurements shown in (b). An increase in the number
of measurements through iteration reflects an improvement in fit to the data.
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Figure 2.7: Resolution tests for a 7 sized fast wave speed anomaly in the location of
our observed anomaly. We are able to recover both the shape and amplitude of the
fast wave speed anomaly with limited smearing. Also shown is an alternating fast
and slow wave speed anomaly simulating the boundary between old, seismically fast
lithosphere and young, seismically slow lithosphere. Both fast and slow anomalies
are recovered with limited smearing across the boundary.
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Figure 2.8: The final iteration (ite07) model is shown plotted above two capped
model cases, limiting the maximum V s to 4.5 and 4.75 km/s. For all frequency
bands (a- e) the 4.5 km/s model is too slow to fit the main surface wave arrival.
The 4.75 km/s model fits more closely to the observed data. Based on the capping
tests, we can confidently identify a wave speed ¡ 4.75 km/s in the fastest portions
of our model beneath the OJP.
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Figure 2.9: The BHT component of our final iteration (ite07) isotropic model is
shown plotted above two test cases of anisotropy, a V sv ¡ V sh case as in Beghein
et al. (2014) and a V sh ¡ V sv case analogous to adding PREM anisotropy to our
model. The V sv ¡ V sh case reveals a transverse component surface wave arrival
that is late compared to the data for all frequency bands (a-c). The applied PREM
anisotropy case fits the data slightly better than our isotropic model, suggesting
that the fast anomaly is weakly anisotropic.
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Appendix
Included in the appendix is a description of the scattering integral (SI) methodol-
ogy (Zhao et al., 2005; Zhang et al., 2007; Chen et al., 2007b,a; Zhang and Shen,
2008) and additional figures and tables.
Table 2.2: 2.5Gpa and 1125C. Grossular Garnet (gr), Forsterite (fo), Enstatite
(en), Diopside (di), Alpha Quartz (aqz), Almandine (alm), Pyrope (py), Ferrosilite
(fs), Hedenbergite (hed), Muscovite (mu), Spinel (sp), Coesite (coe), Jadeite (jd).
Jadeite (jd), the sodium bearing clinopyroxene was used in place of Omphacite.
Coesite (coe) was used in place of Rutile because it was the closest mineral structure
substitute. Phengite and Opaques were combined into Muscovite (mu). References
HA04 refers to Hacker and Abers (2004) and Ji03 refers to Ji et al. (2003). The
m prefix signifies the modal abundances have been modified from the published
values.
Figure 2.10: Empirical Green’s Functions (EGF): a) Lines connecting a “virtual”
source (red triangle) located at station IU.AFI to each receiver (black triangles).
b) EGFs plotted from the “virtual” source to each receiver plotted in (a). EGFs
are computed by the cross-correlation of vertical records. Waveforms have been fil-
tered between 0.01-0.02 Hz and are plotted by distance from the “virtual” source.
Figure 2.11: (a) Shows the main fast wave speed anomaly. Vs values for the
constained area shown in a) are plotted as a histogram in b) to illustrate the dis-
tribution of shear wave speed at each grid point in the constrained model. The
histogram shows that the majority of grid points have a V s value of   4.75 km/s.
Extreme values, ¡ 4.75, are from the center of the anomaly.
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The scattering integral (SI) methodology constructs the station strain green
tensors (SGTs) from a 3D reference model, here using a finite difference simulation,
of the response to a force at a “source” location. Travel time anomalies are then
measured from the observed and synthetic waveforms at each station. Station
SGTs are used to calculate finite-frequency sensitivity kernels to perturbations
in Vp and Vs. The travel-time measurements and sensitivity kernels are used to
invert for Earth structure which are then added to the 3D reference model and
can later be repeated and iterated on. The methodology varies slightly whether
using ambient noise data or earthquake data. For ambient noise data, the SGT
is calculated from a Gaussian pulse located at the coordinates of another “virtual
source” station. The approach using earthquake data applies the earthquake’s
moment tensor acting at its source location to the finite difference calculation.
From Chen et al. (2007b,a), a forward problem for displacement can be written
as
δd  Aδm 
»
Kdpmˆ, xq  δmpxqdV pxq  dpmq  dpmˆq (2.7)
where d is the data represented as functionals of an Earth model, m and calculated
for a starting Earth model, mˆ. Data sensitivity kernels, Kd, are derivatives of the
data with respect to the model parameters within the mˆ volume, V , at every
point within the model, x. Generalized seismological data functionals (GSDFs)
are used to map synthetic waveforms (uipωq) into observed waveforms (u¯ipωq) in
the frequency domain, using two frequency-depandet quantities, the phase delay
time (δτppωq) and the amplitude reduction time (δτqpωq) and equation 2.8 below,
u¯ipωq  uipωq
iωrδτppωq iδτqpωqs (2.8)
where δτp,qpωq are measured at a set of discrete frequencies, ωn (Gee and Jordan,
1992; Chen et al., 2007b,a). We use only the phase delay time, δτppωq.
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Once phase anomalies are measured, perturbation kernels (Jsrin ) can be con-
structed for the nth misfit measurement made on the ith component of the seis-
mogram, generated by source, s, and recorded at receiver, r, by
δdsrin 
»
Jsrin ptqδu
s
i pxr, tqdt (2.9)
where the seismogram perturbations are related to density, ρ, and strain, cjklm,
δusi pxr, tq  
» » !¸
j
Gijpxr, t τ ;xqB
2
τu
s
jpx, τqδρpxq   (2.10)
¸
jklm
BkGijpxr, t τ ;xqBlu
s
mpx, τqδcjklmpxqdτ
)
dV pxq
then using reciprocity, the sensitivity kernels of the data functionals with respect
to ρ and cjklm are
Kρdsrin
 
»
dt
»
dτJsrin ptq
¸
j
Gjipx, t τ ;xrqB
2
τu
s
jpx, τq (2.11)
K
cjklm
dsrin
 
»
dt
»
dτJsrin ptqBkGjipx, t τ ;xrqBlu
s
mpx, τq (2.12)
as in Zhao et al. (2005) and Chen et al. (2007a). The forward wavefield from the
source, s, is convolved with the Receiver Green’s Tensor (RGT) from the receiver,
r, to form the “scattering-integral” (Chen et al., 2007b,a). The misfit is then
minimized via least-squares.
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Figure 2.10: Empirical Green’s Functions (EGF): a) Lines connecting a “virtual”
source (red triangle) located at station IU.AFI to each receiver (black triangles).
b) EGFs plotted from the “virtual” source to each receiver plotted in (a). EGFs
are computed by the cross-correlation of vertical records. Waveforms have been
filtered between 0.01-0.02 Hz and are plotted by distance from the “virtual” source.
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Abstract
The eastern North American margin (ENAM) is the result of nearly a billion
years of continental collision and rifting. Thick continental lithosphere of the North
American craton makes up the western boundary of our study region. Transitions
in lithosphere thickness occur at the intersection of the craton and the Atlantic
ocean basin. A dramatic change in lithosphere thickness at this boundary may
drive asthenosphere upwelling along the edge of the continent. We observe a con-
tinuous low wave speed feature at the edge of the continent for depths between 126
and 187 km. Additionally, a large slow wave speed anomaly beneath New England
continues offshore aligned with the New England Seamount chain, and is possibly
a remnant of the Monteregian hot spot active 100  120 Ma.
Introduction
The eastern North American margin (ENAM) is presently a passive continental
margin and the result of multiple episodes of continental collision and rifting dating
back greater than a billion years ago (1 Ga) (Hoffman, 1988, 1991; Thomas , 2006).
Thomas (2006) describes two complete Wilson cycles, a cycle of closing and open-
ing of ocean basins associated with the assembly and breakup of supercontinents,
that have shaped the ENAM. The first Wilson cycle that assembled Rodinia (the
Grenville Orogen) and its subsequent breakup created the Iapetus Ocean between
1.35  0.53 Ga (Thomas , 2006). A second Wilson cycle began with the closing of
the Iapetus Ocean and assembly of Pangea from the successive Taconic, Acadian
and Alleghanian Orogenies (commonly referred to as the Appalachian-Ouachita
Orogen) beween 495 270 million years ago (Ma) (Thomas , 2006). Early Jurassic
northeast striking rift structures place the break-up of Pangaea approximately 230
Ma in present day southeastern North America (Schlische, 2003).
The initial rifting and breakup of Pangea and formation of the Atlantic basin
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are associated with multiple magmatic provinces scattered on both margins of the
present day Atlantic basin. Two in particular, the Central Atlantic Magmatic
Province (CAMP) and the East Coast Margin igneous province (ECMIP) have
been suggested as a result of either 1) a mantle plume or 2) continental rifting in
the form of 2a) reactivation of Paleozoic structures or 2b) upwelling convection cells
at the edges of cratons (White et al., 1987; White and McKenzie, 1989; Holbrook
and Kelemen, 1993; Oyarzun et al., 1997; Wilson, 1997; McHone, 2000; Janney
and Castillo, 2001; Puffer , 2003; Nomade et al., 2007; Beutel , 2009).
A complex history of collision and breakup recorded on the continent and
thick post rifting sediments along the Atlantic margin make unraveling the broad
scale features in the lithosphere difficult through either direct sampling of mate-
rial or active source seismology. Moreover, the resolution of wave speed models
for North America vary widely across the continent and are primarily long wave-
length, greater than 5. Regardless, interpretations of the current state and origins
of the ENAM have been made from various continental (Van der Lee and Nolet ,
1997; Goes and van der Lee, 2002; Godey et al., 2003; Van der Lee and Frederik-
sen, 2005) and regional (Li et al., 2002, 2003; Rychert et al., 2005, 2007; Liang
and Langston, 2009; Parker et al., 2013) scale seismic studies. The current station
distribution of seismic networks deployed throughout the United States, as well as
stations located in northeastern Canada and throughout the Caribbean, provide
ideal coverage for ambient noise tomography of the ENAM to vastly improve the
resolution of wave speed structures of the ENAM in a single wave speed model.
The wave speed model presented here provides new and valuable insight into
the crust and upper mantle (  350 km) seismic wave speed structure of the ENAM
including the extent and depth of a deformation throughout the lithosphere from
rifting and plate tectonic forces. By taking advantage of the early stages of Earth-
Scope’s Transportable Array (TA) of seismic stations, our model provides much
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higher resolved features than previous continent scale models.
Methodology
To determine the 3-dimensional seismic wave speed structure beneath the East-
ern North American Margin (ENAM) we use a iterative, finite-frequency tomog-
raphy approach using full-waveform ambient noise data. Green’s functions are
derived from continuously recorded broadband seismic data at periods up to 200
seconds. Use of Green’s functions from ambient noise exploits 20 plus years of
broadband seismic data recorded at stations throughout North and Central Amer-
ica and the Caribbean, not reliant on earthquake distributions and solving for
the earthquake source mechanism. The use of data from ambient noise reduces a
source of error, from an earthquake’s location and source mechanism, and is able to
exploit smaller temporary seismic station deployments unable to gather sufficient
earthquake data during their deployment window. We measure surface waves sen-
sitive to crust and upper mantle (  500 km) Earth structure, key to understanding
the nature of the margin. A detailed description of the methodology can be found
in Chapter 2 of this volume. Here we will summarize the most important steps.
Continuous, vertical component seismic data recorded between 1990 and 2014,
was gathered from IRIS DMC for 203 stations located in the eastern United States,
Caribbean, Central and South America (Figure 3.1). To extract usable Rayleigh
wave signals from the raw data, an ambient noise processing procedure outlined
in Shen et al. (2012) and Gao and Shen (2014) was used. After removing the
instrument response a frequency time normalization (FTN) (Shen et al., 2012) was
used to normalize the data. Earthquake signals are removed and a cross correlation
between station pairs is calculated with one station acting as the “virtual” source.
The cross correlated records are stacked and following a derivative, represent our
empirical Green’s functions (EGFs).
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Synthetic seismograms are calculated by propagating seismic waves from a
virtual source to each receiver using a nonstaggered-grid finite-difference method
(Zhang et al., 2012). As in Chapter 2, the initial model is a combination of the
global surface wave diffraction model, CUB (Ritzwoller et al., 2002), and AK135
(Kennett et al., 1995) at depths greater than 396 km.
EGFs and synthetics are filtered using a two-pass butterworth filter at five
overlapping finite frequency bands, 200  100s, 150  75s, 100  50s, 75  30s,
50  25s. Phase delays, dT , were measured between the data and synthetics by
cross-correlation for each frequency band. Low quality signals are removed from
the measurement using a minimum signal-to-noise ratio and a minimum cross
correlation coefficient criteria (Table 3.1). Iteration 1 (ite01) measured 17,624
station pairs, resulting in 53,186 total measurements. The scattering-integral (SI)
approach (Zhao et al., 2005; Zhang et al., 2007; Chen et al., 2007b,a; Zhang and
Shen, 2008) is used to construct strain green tensors (SGTs) and calculate finite-
frequency sensitivity kernels. The phase delay, dT , measurements and sensitivity
kernels are used to invert for perturbations in V p and V s which are then added to
the 3D reference model at the end of each iteration (see Chapter 2 Appendix for
details).
Results
Resolution and data fit
Along the ENAM an extensive network of seismic stations is ideal for use in
ambient noise tomography, Figure 3.1. For the given station distribution, within
the continental interior our resolving ability is excellent. However, stations off of
the continent are limited to Bermuda (IU.BBSR) and the Caribbean, resulting
in a reduction of resolving power of offshore features. The inclusion of stations
in Bermuda and throughout the Caribbean increases coverage offshore into the
Atlantic ocean but a lack of crossing paths hinders our ability to resolve fine scale
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features. To demonstrate the resolving capabilities of our dataset, Figure 3.2 shows
the computed model domain perturbed with a 1, 3, 5, and 7 sized harmonic
pattern of positive and negative 5% wave speed anomalies.
Resolution is excellent on the North American continent and we are able to
recover anomalies of 3, 5, and 7 in size with little to no smearing or lose in
amplitude to depths ¡ 300 km. We are also able to resolve features at 1, but
at a significant loss of amplitude. Off of the continent, anomalies 5 or larger
can be interpreted approximately 500 km offshore into the Atlantic ocean and 7
resolution is obtained throughout the Caribbean.
These resolution tests show that wave speed structure is best resolved between
depths of approximately 30 and 300 km, similar to as seen in Chapter 2 of this
volume and in Gao and Shen (2014) using a similar methodology and period range.
Histograms showing the range of dT and number of measurements for each
iteration is shown in Figure 3.3. After a single iteration, an overall reduction in
traveltime and increase in the number of measurements indicates the model is
improving and is representing large and small scale Earth structures.
Shear wave speed structure
Seismic wave speed structure is plotted in Figure 3.4 as absolute wave speed
in km/s and as perturbation relative to the initial model, CUB (Ritzwoller et al.,
2002), in Figure 3.5. Our initial iterations show the data requires a larger contrast
between the fast cratonic lithosphere of the Grenville Province and the slower
Appalachians in the northwestern portion of our model. This contrast is strongest
within the crust and uppermost mantle. Broadly, the North American east coast
has lower wave speeds than inland areas at depths ¡ 100 km primarily caused
by the difference in ocean/continent lithosphere thickness. At depths   100 km,
the mantle is rather homogeneous across the ocean/continent boundary with the
exception of a number of small scale features discussed later. The shallowest depth,
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37 km in Figure 3.4 is dominated by the crustal thickness differences between
the ocean and continent. One notable exception is the Appalachians, which are
characterized by slower wave speeds from Pennsylvania southward to Tennessee at
depths up to 50 km.
Within the upper mantle, New England (New Hampshire, Vermont, Mas-
sachusetts, Rhode Island and Connecticut) has a prominent low wave speed anomaly
from the Hudson River, northeast through Vermont and New Hampshire and
east through Massachusetts that continues offshore towards the New England
Seamounts. This low wave speed feature is present between about 50  250 km
into the mantle, and is similar in shape and extent to the observed anomalies in
Van der Lee and Nolet (1997), Levin et al. (2000), Menke and Levin (2002), Li
et al. (2003), Van der Lee and Frederiksen (2005). A fast wave speed region, at
5070 km beneath Lake Ontario and the Adirondack Mountains shown in Li et al.
(2003), is located more to the north and east in our model.
Along 3436N a number of lower wave speed, isolated anomalies are present.
A small-scale, but prominent anomaly appears beneath southern Maryland and
Virginia at depths greater than 50 km, this feature is also observed in Van der
Lee and Nolet (1997) and Van der Lee and Frederiksen (2005). This anomaly gets
stronger and grows in scale at deeper depths. To the west, the mantle beneath
the Appalachian Mountains have low wave speeds from Pennsylvania through Ten-
nessee and throughout the crust. In the upper mantle (¡ 50 km) a continuous low
wave speed anomaly in West Virginia extends to depths greater than 250 km. A
low wave speed region is present just north of the New Madrid Seismic Zone, only
between 60  90 km.
In southern North America a low wave speed anomaly along the coast of South
Carolina and Georgia extends from 30200 km into the mantle; this feature is only
observed in Van der Lee and Nolet (1997) and Van der Lee and Frederiksen (2005)
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model at depths greater than 100 km. Similar to Van der Lee and Nolet (1997)
and Van der Lee and Frederiksen (2005), a low wave speed region is also observed
up Florida’s gulf coast, with the highest amplitudes located to the southeast of the
Florida panhandle.
Between approximately 120  190 km depth the southern coastal anomalies
converge into a single anomaly aligned along the North American continent margin
as nearly continuous low wave speed structure from Florida to Maryland. This is
in contrast to global shear wave tomography models TX2000 and TX2011 (Grand ,
2002) that show a much simpler structure between the continental and oceanic
lithosphere, absent the low wave speeds observed in our model.
Discussion
Our resulting wave speed model shows features broadly similar to other regional
(Li et al., 2002, 2003; Rychert et al., 2005, 2007; Liang and Langston, 2009; Parker
et al., 2013) and continent (Van der Lee and Nolet , 1997; Goes and van der Lee,
2002; Godey et al., 2003; Van der Lee and Frederiksen, 2005) scale wave speed
models encompassing the ENAM. The seismically fast regions in Canada and to
the northwestern portion of our model reflect North American cratonic lithosphere
and the 1.3  0.8 Ga Grenville Province (Hoffman, 1988; Rivers et al., 1989).
At depths in the model less than 50 km the wave speed structure is generally
a reflection of crustal thickness across the ocean continent margin. Within the
upper mantle, Figure 3.4 (e) at 126 km, thinner lithosphere and seismically slower
wave speeds are observed along the Atlantic coast and thicker crust with faster
wave speeds are observed in the continental interior including the Appalachians
and Grenville Province (Li et al., 2002). A region of low wave speed beneath the
southern Appalachians is consistent with thickened crust, greater than 50 km, in
the region observed by Hawman (2008) and Parker et al. (2013). Ekstro¨m (2014)
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observed very slow phase velocities at short periods, 520 seconds, along the Gulf
Coast likely the result of a thick sedimentary layer. Our resolution is limited at
such shallow depths and throughout the Gulf Coast, but we do not observe this
broad slow feature in our model. As observed in Van der Lee and Nolet (1997) and
Van der Lee and Frederiksen (2005), south and east of the craton is dominated by
a series of isolated low wave speed anomalies that will be discussed below.
The most discernible low wave speed anomaly is beneath New England and
continuing offshore in the direction of the New England Seamounts. Li et al.
(2002) described this anomaly as a result of past heating of the lithosphere from
the Monteregian hotspot passing through the region 100120 Ma; consistent with
interpretations by Van der Lee and Nolet (1997). Li et al. (2002) also points out
that the New England anomaly is unlikely to be a result of water in the mantle, as
suggested by Van der Lee and Nolet (1997), as water would have likely partitioned
into the melt during the Jurassic opening of the Atlantic Ocean. Goes and van der
Lee (2002) calculated the thermal structure of North America by inverting V p
and V s values from continental scale V s (Van der Lee and Nolet , 1997) and V p
(Bijwaard and Spakman, 2000) tomography models. Goes and van der Lee (2002)
calculated a mantle potential temperature beneath New England of around 1200C
at 100 km depth, significantly warmer than the average Eastern North America
geotherm. The calculated geotherm and lower wave speeds are consistent with a
thinner continental lithosphere as imaged by Rychert et al. (2005).
In our wave speed model the New England anomaly is present between about
50  250 km. The location and extent of the anomaly is consistent with Van der
Lee and Nolet (1997), Levin et al. (2000), Menke and Levin (2002), Li et al.
(2003), and Van der Lee and Frederiksen (2005) and its association with the New
England Seamount chain offshore is tough to discount. In cross section, Figure
3.6, the low wave speed anomaly shallows seaward. The slowest wave speeds are
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seen adjacent to the craton to the west and at approximately 200 km depth. As
suggested in Li et al. (2002), this low wave speed anomaly may be a result of
thermal erosion associated with the Monteregian hotspot or asthenospheric melt
or volatiles (Rychert et al., 2005). To test whether a thermal anomaly could
persist for 100 Ma, we calculate a diffusion time, t, using a scaled version of
the diffusion equation, where t  radius
2
κ
. Two values for the diffusivity (Gibert
et al., 2003), κ, were used and a suite of sizes for the radius, see Table 3.2. The
time needed to diffuse a thermal anomaly is longer than the 100  120 Ma since
the Monteregian hotspot for all cases except the 50 km radius anomaly, which
significantly underestimates the size of our observed low wave speed feature.
The observed slow wave speeds beneath South Carolina, Georgia and continuing
offshore roughly align with the locations of the Brunswick and East Coast magnetic
anomalies (Austin et al., 1990; Holbrook et al., 1994). We observe a low wave
speed feature spanning 81 to 76 longitude, dipping seaward and to depths
extending from the crust to greater than 200 km. We do not have the shallow
resolution,   35km, to compare our observations directly with Austin et al. (1990)
and Holbrook et al. (1994) but the seaward dipping nature of the feature may
imply the shallow structure is related to the deeper low wave speed anomalies we
observe in our model. Austin et al. (1990) and Holbrook et al. (1994) described this
region offshore as being characterized by seaward-dipping reflections, high seismic
velocities (V p 6.5  7.5 km/s) and high densities (2870  3090 kg
m3
) indicating a
margin that is highly volcanic. They describe a transitional crust, in between the
rifted continent crust and new oceanic crust, that is 24 km thick and accreted to
the margin during rifting. Any connection between our observed low wave speed
anomalies and the volcanic transitional crust would have to be persistent in the
mantle since rift initiation 230 Ma.
Another possible explanation for the observed low wave speed anomalies in the
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south is that they are related to small scale, edge-driven convection on the edges
of continents (Till et al., 2010), reflecting either a temperature anomaly or melt.
Abrupt lateral changes in lithosphere thickness, as observed on the ENAM, in
combination with normal plate motion causing a “mantle wind”, has been shown
to drive convection and asthenospheric upwelling (Till et al., 2010). “Hot” cells
have also been hypothesized to be a result of the insulating effects of continents
and the absence of subduction related cooling causing localized upwelling (Gurnis ,
1988; Anderson et al., 1992; Holbrook and Kelemen, 1993). Seen in Figure 3.4 at
depths between 126  187 km and in cross section (Figure 3.7), is a continuous
low wave speed feature that follows the edge of the North American continent.
The low wave speeds are located in a “transitional” zone, or gap, between the
thicker continental lithosphere and  230 Ma oceanic lithosphere. Further north,
this gap between the oceanic and continental lithospheres decreases in size and
the transition becomes smoother. Higher amplitude anomalies of low wave speeds
adjacent to South Carolina, Georgia, Delaware and Florida may be exploiting
weakness in the lithosphere from past episodes of volcanism.
Lizarralde et al. (2007) observed short-length scale variability in the style of
rifting in the Gulf of California and attributed these changes to inherited mantle
fertility and hydration; where wider, magma-poor rifts were from depleted mantle
and narrower, magma-rich rifts from fertile mantle. Moreover, the crustal structure
observed across the Carolina trough (Holbrook et al., 1994) and the Guaymas
segment in the Gulf of California (Lizarralde et al., 2007) were both shown to have
thickened, high velocity crust from magma-rich rifting. Following Lizarralde et al.
(2007), this may suggest the Carolina segment was more fertile and/or hotter than
surrounding areas during rifting. This interpretation is consistent with the low
wave speed anomalies reflecting weaker, rifted lithosphere that is more susceptible
to plate tectonics forces and/or temperature variations.
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Further, Lizarralde et al. (2004) described abrupt changes in the velocity gra-
dient in the mantle and crustal thickness changes as a result of changes in the
spreading rate. The difference in transition style between the continental and
oceanic lithosphere from south to north up the coast of North America, may be
reflecting changes in the spreading rate or style of spreading as the margin be-
gan rifting. While this is appropriate for shallow structure, the deeper observed
anomalies in our model are likely due to a different, present day deformation in
the mantle.
Conclusions
We image the seismic wave speed structure of the ENAM using data from
EarthScope’s transportable array (TA) deployment in addition to other permanent
and temporary networks throughout the United States, Canada, Central America
and the Caribbean. Our model has excellent resolution of less than 3 for the
ENAM region and resolution greater than 7 in the Atlantic ocean and Caribbean.
Our imaged wave speed structure is consistent with previous continent and
regional scale tomography models for depths of 30  300 km. We observe a dis-
tinct transition from the fast wave speed Grenville Province to a low wave speed
feature beneath New England that is likely related to the Monteregian hot spot.
Nearly continuous low wave speeds on the edge of the continent, between 126187
km, are consistent with numerical modeling by Till et al. (2010), which describes
edge-driven asthenosphere upwelling due to abrupt lateral changes in lithosphere
thickness. Cells of higher amplitude anomalies, reflecting lower wave speed, are ob-
served off of the coast of South Carolina and Delaware that may represent centers
of upwelling convection cells. The transition from continental to oceanic litho-
sphere varies with latitude, this may be a result of changes in the spreading rate
from the southern to the northeastern portion of the margin.
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Our wave speed model represents a significant improvement in resolution from
previous work and provides a good starting model for future studies that plan to
fully exploit the entire deployment window the EarthScope’s TA.
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Iteration Data Type Min CC Min SNR dT Threshold Damping Smoothing
(seconds)
1 AN 0.55 4 35 16 16
2 AN 0.55 4 35 8 12
Table 3.1: Summary of measurement and inversion parameters. Minimum cross
correlation coefficient (Min CC), minimum signal-to-noise ratio (Min SNR) and
maximum phase delay (dT) were used to screen out low quality signals.
Radius (km) Diffusion Time, κ 0.01 (Ma) Diffusion Time, κ 0.018 (Ma)
50 79 44
100 317 176
150 713 396
200 1268 1586
300 2854 1586
400 5074 2819
Table 3.2: A scaled version of the diffusion equation, where t  radius
2
κ
, was used
to estimate the time needed to completely remove a thermal anomaly given a suite
of anomaly radius sizes. Two diffusivity, κ, values were used, 0.01 cm
2
s
and 0.018
cm2
s
(Gibert et al., 2003). Diffusion time is given in million years (Ma).
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Figure 3.1: 203 Seismic stations (inverted triangles) used for this study of the
Eastern North American Margin (ENAM). Our computational domain is outlined
in black. Modern plate boundaries are outlined in black.
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Figure 3.2: 1,3,5 and 7 sized harmonic pattern of positive and negative 5%
wave speed anomalies. We are able to recover the shape of the 1 sized anomalies
for depths shallower than 100 km however there is a large decrease in amplitude.
Anomalies 3 and larger are very well resolved in both shape and amplitude for
the all of the eastern North American margin and approximately 500 km offshore.
Anomalies of 7 or larger can be interpreted for much of the Atlantic ocean and
Caribbean.
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Figure 3.3: (a) Histogram of the phase delay, dT , measured between the data and
synthetic waveforms. In grey is iteration 01, outlined in black is iteration 02. (b)
Shows the number of measurements plotted with iteration. An increase in the
number of measurements indicates that the model is better able to fit the data
and more measurements fall within the minimum acceptance criteria.
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Figure 3.6: (a-b) Cross section through the New England low wave speed region.
A seaward shallowing low wave speed anomaly is seen between depths of approxi-
mately 50250 km. (c) Cross section through the low wave speed anomaly offshore
of South Carolina and Georgia. A seaward dipping low wave speed anomaly is seen
between depths of approximately 35 to greater than 200 km.
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Figure 3.7: (a-c) Cross section showing the transition between oceanic and con-
tinental lithosphere thickness at three locations up the eastern North American
margin. The approximate lithosphere asthenosphere boundary is indicated by the
dashed black line. A gap in between the thick continental lithosphere and the
much thinner oceanic lithosphere is aligned with low wave speed features possibly
imaging edge-driven convection cells on the boundary of the continent.
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